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THE  CLINTON  GROUP  OF  OHIO  . 
.  BY  A.  F.  FOERSTE. 
Prospectus. 
The  title, as given above, does  not correctly indicate the scope  of 
the  papers here  presented, but  will  very well  serve to  designate  the 
field which I  have laid out before me, and  which I  expect to cover by 
means of a  series  of articles, of which the present paper is  the  first. 
Descriptions of all the important exposures in the state, sections of the 
strata, analyses of rock, and paleontological  features will be furnished 
wherever practical.  A  collection  of fossils,  which  already  bids  fair 
to  rival those at \Valdron, Indiana, is expected to  furnish the basis  of 
a  description  of the  fossils  of the  group  as presented  in  this  State. 
It is also intended to identify in an independent manner the true  rela-
tions of  the geological strata usually included by the name Clinton Group, 
in our State and Indiana.  Although it may be well to state at the outset 
that present indications  seem to favor  a  closer relationship to Niagara 
strata, and especially those of the west, than is generally conceded;  nev-
ertheless this conclusion has not been hastily drawn, and is not irrevoca-
bly  held.  I  shall only attempt  to  present the  facts and  state  their 
probable bearing, and then  allow the  reader to  draw his own  conclu-
SIOI1S.  In  order to determine more  definitely the  stratigraphical  re-
lations  of the group with  corresponding formations of the  west, espe-
cially  those  of  Indiana,  a  series  of  sections  taken  at  different 
stations, from  both Ohio and  Indiana, will be undertaken at an  early 
date.  Although the project in some respects may seem rather exten-
sive, the large  amount of material  already  collected gives  promise of 
it~ ultirnate <lCGomplishment. llULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
GEOLOGY. 
In  southwestern Ohio, immediately  above  the  Cincinnati  Group, 
lie a  series of strata, formerly known, both scientifically and popularly, 
as the Cliff  Limestone.  They are so  designated, for instance, in the 
second  annllal  report  of the  Ohio Geological  Survey, undertaken  in 
r838, by \V.  \V.  Mather.  Many  of the  cliffs  and  cascades  in  this 
part of the State owe their origin to the .peculiar characteristics of this 
formation.  Later,  however,  a  division  il1to  two  groups was  made, 
and  after  a  more  extended study by Prof. Edward  Orton  the  upper 
section was identified with the Niagara Group, but the lower was called 
the  Clinton.  In  the  reports  for 1869  and  r870,  these  distinctions 
were  carefully made.  At various times, however, authors have  seen 
fit  to express doubt of the correctness of the name employed for these 
strata, and  Prof. James Hall,  especially, has  had occasion to do so  in 
the I2th  annual report  of the  Indiana  Survey.  For  ollr purpose  it 
will be well enough to retain the  name, Clinton Group, at least for the 
present, but  it  is expected  that  after  a  presentation  of all  the  facts, 
others,  perhaps, will be ready to adopt some other term. 
The  Clinton is  not a  group of any great depth.  For its  western 
exposures in Ohio, ten to fifteen feet would be a  fair estimate.  In its 
eastern exposures in Highland and Adams  counties  "its a'vcragc thick-
llt'SS  is somewhat increased, but· probably never exceeds  40  feet,  and 
this  thickness is sometimes attained in the northern district as a  lll(lxi-
1I1l1l1l, as for instance, at Yellow Springs, in Greene county."  (Italics my 
own).  A  section of the geological series  of Highland County gives 
a  thickness of 50  feet to the Clinton  Limestone.  (Geo.  Surv.  Ohio, 
1870, page 298 and section at page 310.) 
The Clinton  Limestone rarely affords  any extended surface  expo-
sures, but is  found  like a  narrow  line  separating  the  Cincinnati  and 
Niagara  Groups of the State, and  usually is  seen in close  connection 
with both.  A  section  of rock  belonging  to  the Clinton  age,  there-
fore,  generally also includes both the upper and lower strata. 
The rocks of the Cincinnati Group, in Ohio, are quite level, show-
ing  no marked local variations in  their dip.  At their  junction  with 
the Clinton  Group,  however, they  frequently  become  unfossiliferous, 
and  the rock i~ replaced by less  solid  shales and bluish  clays.  The 
surface of the group  also  becomes  very  undulating in  character, fre-
quently  attaining a  dip  of four feet  in forty.  As a  consequence the 
superpQ::;ed  roc1;s  of  the  Clintoll  Group  <,1,r~  aJsQ  very  undulating. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
They maintain, however, an  average thickness, indicating  that,  what-
ever  were the causes which had disturbed the bed of the Lower  Silu-
rian  sea,  these had disappeared  by the time  the  strata of the  Clinton 
Croup.  were deposited. 
111  other words, at the close  of the  Lower Silurian age, the  ocean 
hecame  shallow; lnrge valleys  nnd  gullies  were  washed out from  the 
heds of the Cincinnati Group.  The silt was deposited as a blue clay, 
which terminates the strata referred to this age.  On this uneven and 
very undubting bed,  the rocks of the  Clinton Group were  deposited. 
At  this  time  a  portion  of  the  Lower  Silnrian  rocks  must  have 
been  exposed, as the researches  of the last geological survey revealed 
e"ident shore markings in  se\'e1"al  places, containing the pebble-washed 
fragments of the Lower Silurian strata. 
1 n  fact,  the very fragmentary condition of most of the fossils found 
in this group indicates the action of shore waves upon the accumulated 
deposits  of this  sea.  The  slight  variation  in  the  thickness  of the 
group  may readily be explained  by the  conditions  In'ought ahout  by 
its  uneven  bed.  'l'he washings  of an  otherwise shallow sea  would 
naturally be very unequally deposited  near the shore line.  At a  dis-
tance  from the lanel the  fine  silt  would  be almost equally  deposited, 
but near the shore the washings would  accumulate most in the depres-
sicllls of the ocean  bed.  And, although  the inequaljty of deposition 
would  of course 110t be vcry great  over any large extent  of territory, 
nevertheless it is sufficient to account for the \'ariation observed.  At 
Soldiers' Home, where  there  is a  dip  of seven  feet  in  one  hundred, 
tI}e  rock  increases one  foot  in' thickness.  This is the  most  marked 
instance which has fallen under my oh:;ervation. 
The Clinton Grollp consists  of a  crystalline, crinoidal limestone of 
variable color, su;;taining a high polish, extremely fossiliferous in places, 
differing in this particular  from the  Niagara strata immediately overly-
ing it. 
Between  it  and  the  Niagara  Group  is  a  li.ne  clayey  or  marly 
bed, about nine inches thick, which in some places becomes quite hard, 
and in others is replaced by a  soft blue clay.  In connection with the 
Dayton limestone  it usually attains the hardne;;s of stone and IS  char-
acterized  by  a  n lllnber  of  minute  species,  which,  considering  the 
small attention hitherto paid to this course of stone, is unusually great. 
For  the present it will be  called the  BeavertolVn marl, on  account of ,~ 
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its prominent development near that village, and will be considered as 
a  part of the Clinton Group. 
The  first,  and by far the most important series of exposures to  be 
mentioned, arc those included in, the Soldiers' Home district. 
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The  Soldiers' Home  grounds, embracing  about  a  square  mile  of 
land, are situated two  and a  half miles west of Dayton,  on  a  series of 
hills overlooking the city.  At  their foot, exposures of the Lower Si· 
lurian strata are frequent, but at their top, rocks of the Upper Silurian 
age  take their rise,  and have a steady  dip  towards the  west,  bringing 
up,  Que  after the other, the  fOfll1ations of a  higher age. ·f. 
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A bout half a  mile from the  Home, at the side of the Germantown 
Pike, a well, driven for water, gave  rise to  a  I1mv  of gas, 'lasting some 
months.  Owing to neglect or other causes, the supply has now ceased, 
evertheless,  the existence  of inflammable  gas  in  the  Lower  Silurian 
rocks  is~of some-interest. 
Cincinnati Group.  Clinton 
Seciiorl If.  Soldiers Home. 
CIncinnati Group,  Clinton.. 
Sectlon, IV. 
SectiOIl. 111.  Carrollton Q. 
Cincinnati'. Group.  Clinton. .  1<  Dr.  Clinton  Grl  . Dr. 
Q. 
Cincinnati Group,  Clinton.  GJaclalDrifr. 
,F: F. 
Stolz's  Quart)"  (Section  II  I. ) 
A  short distance westward,  the  pike runs  upon a bed of rock  be-
longing to the Clinton Group.  North of the road a quarry has been 
opened, which displays both the Niagara and Cincinnati Groups, nev-
ertheless a  satisfactory section of the Clinton Group has as yet~not been 
attainable. 63  nULLETIN  OF  THE  LATIORATORIES 
All measurements of the  elevation of rocks in the vanous  sections 
arc  reckoned  from  the  sidewalk  at  the  Court  I-Iollse  in  Dayton. 
These  IneaStlrcments  are  due to the  kindness  of 1\fr.  A.  IZiehl,  who 
aickd me materially in this part of the work.  The top of the Cincin-
nati  Croup is at  I~3'  5 I  at the Jirst  station.  In a  section  made  near 
bv  the  Cincinnati  layer  \\"as  riot  c-'Cposed  but the  lowest point in the 
(:lint(;n  was at  r 96.74;  the top of the Clinton,  206. 3 r;  the top of the 
Niagara c-'Cposed,  208.68.  The thickness of the Niagara was therefore 
2  fro  +5 in.;  and that of the Clinton, considering that the dip from the 
tir,;t  named  5tation,  east  of the  section,  was slight,  but  we5tward,  a 
thickness of tweh-e  feet would be more  th~lli  conjectural.  The rock 
is  crystalline,  consjsts  of uneven  "lenticular"  layers,  unequally  fos-
siliferous. the fossils heing found in "pockets" or special accumulations, 
irregularly  disposed  throughout· the group.  N UJ11CrOUS  fi ne  heads of 
JJ,llm{[Jlift,s  Tl~·rthll!'li are fillite  almndant  here, and for luany things it 
r;lnks with the Soldiers' Flomcquarry itself in productiveness. 
The  Clinton  ends  in  ~l  top  of hlne  clay  containing  large  crinoid 
heads,  fi'cc  specimen,.; of  Chllcicks,  Jl!ltiltojJora,  &c.  It is about  five 
or six  inches  thick.  Only the  blue  clay  referred  to  the  Cincinnati 
Group  is  exposed.  The  Niagara  Group  consists of a  yellow  lime-
stone,  unfossiliferolls as far as known,  lying in uneven  broken  courses 
frum two to five  inches  thick.  It has no commercial  value,  but  the 
Clinkm  stone is mllt;h  llsed  for  academizing  roads  and streets, and is 
profitahle  on a  small  scale,  as a  gain  of $492  with an  e-'Cpenditure  of 
$.pG  in  one  inst:ll1ce  will  show.  During  this  year,  1885,  up  to 
A lIgnst an expenditure of $356  realized a  gain of $547, which is quite 
profitahle  considering the :;mall amonnt of time  put upon the quarry. 
Thc  inferior  quality of the  Niagara  limestonc  at  this  quarry is to be 
especially mentioned as it is the  exact  equivalent of the  Dayton  lin1e-
stone and  the  stlcceeding  quarries farther  we:;t  gradually  aSSllll1e  the 
ch:lradcristics of the  D.lyton  stone,  thus  forming a  cOll1piete  and in-
structive series for comparison. 
Quarr)'.  (Section  I.) 
On the same  pike  ·within a  few  hundred  feet  from  the  south-east 
corner of the Homc grounds is a  second quarry.  It is placed behind 
a  farm-house,  dipping  northward  into  the  hill  near  the  barn.  The 
top of the Cincinnati Group is here represented by a  bed of blue clay. 
In the sections  nude,  howe\"(!r,  this bed was not reached.  The bot-OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
tom of the Clinton  Group as far as worked  was at  T98.21  ft.;  the top, 
at 208:04 ft.;  but a  conjectural  thickness of twelve  feet  would not he 
far  from  correct.  The  stone  presents  the  usual  characteristics, but 
seems tc)  be  less  fossiliferous  than  some  of the  neighboring  qttarriefi. 
It i~ peculiar in showing  \i';sllres,  extending east and west, distant from 
each other about 9  feet, found at no other station in the Clinton Group. 
r  n the  southern  part of the quarry  there is a  sudden  dip to the  south 
and the  stone  is  broken,  as  though  the blue  clay  layer bene:lth  had 
given way and permitted  the  stone to sink.  The  fissures in the rock 
are perhaps also  explained in this manner. 
The Niag:lra expm;ure is a  little more than  T  5 feet in height.  The 
base of the  series  is  composed of broken,  irregular,  ye1kJ\\·  layers of 
stone from two to five inches thick,  making- a tot:ll of  1. 9 feet.  Above 
ig  a  9  inch  course  of  blue  flagging  stone,  which  was  at one  lime 
quarried and  sold in "blls for pavements.  It resembks a  fair quality 
of  Dayton  limestone  of  which  it  is  the  stratigraphical  equivalent. 
Formerly when the Clinton  stone was not  exposed and the Cincinnati 
Group was in plain sight along the hill  below, and the great dip of the 
rock had not yet been  determined,  the identity of this stone  remained 
for a  long time a puzzle.  Above the blue flagging isa series of shales 
3  ft.  thick,  varying  in  character,  sometimes  represented  by  broken 
courses of yellow limestone;). 5  f1.  thick,  composed of a nine inch layer 
above  and below,  with  the  intermediate  layers more  or less  shaly  in 
character.  Sometimes the remainder also  becomes somewhat  shal),. 
Last in the  series  is  a  7 ft.  layer of yellow  Niagara stone,  formed  of 
very broken, thin courses, from half an inch to two inches in thickness, 
frequently  becoming  shat)'.  The  top  of  the  blue  flag  layer in  the 
southern  part  of the  quarry  is  at 210.70;  seventy-live feet  north,  at 
204.10;  fifty  feet  west,  at 203.89.  This  would  give a  Jip of 4  ft.  5 
in. in fifty feet towards the north, and only 2.5 in. in the same distance, 
towards the west;  the last clip is reliable, owing to the very even "tratifi-
cation  of the  blue flagging.  At  the  same  point  the  bottom of the 
heavy  Niagara  stone. IS  reached  at  206.92;  the  top  at  209.49. 
Farther west the top is again reached at 207.87, and the summit of the 
thin shal), courses at 2  I 4.85.  A.ll  the  Niagara stone  here exposed is 
unfbssiliferolls  as  far  as known.  In  some  parts of  the  quarry  the 
Niagara stone is all tumbled  together,  uestroying its original  stratifica-
tiOll.  I presume that the action of ice during the glacial  epoch could 
readily account for this, since  all  the  (lUanies ronnd about, where  the BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABOR  A TORIES 
stone is hard enough, show evidence of this glacial  action in the form 
of grooves, scratches and the planed surfaces of the stone. 
Carroll  tOil  Pike  QuanJ'.  (Section IV.) 
Along the Carrollton pike about half a mile from the Horn.e Grounds, 
on the east side of the road,  a  quarry was opened,  which developed a 
layer of Niagara flagging  stone  5 or 6 inches thick.  It ;'vas smoothed 
above by glacial action, was found  within two feet of the surface, and 
hence  was readily ,vorked,  and sold to  advantage  as a  fair  quality of 
Dayton limestone.  In several  places in Dayton it was  used  without 
extra preparation  for  side walk  purposes.  Beneath is a  layer of thin-
ner stone and then limestone of the Clinton  Group, of little or no com-
mercial  value,  and  therefore,  not  quarried.  Here speciniens  of 
Or/his  fiulsta were found.  This species has also been found at Swartz-
baugh's  quarry, in the same position,  namely at the very summit of the 
Clinton Group. 
Eaton  Pike  Quan]J. 
North-west of the Soldiers' Home grounds, on the north side of the 
Eaton pike the Clinton rock is quarried.  N either the top nor the bot-
tom of  the series is exposed but the two levels  taken  register  2  I  1.92 ft. 
and 205.50, which give a thickness of  6 ft.  5 in., but the real height of 
the  strata is no  doubt  much greater.  Numerolls bryozoans are found 
here. 
TIle  Grotto. 
East of the Soldiers' Home along the railroad, a  cut through rock of 
the  Cincinnati  Group displays  the  characteristic  fossils of this  group. 
South  of the terminus of the railroad in the grounds  are  the  socalled 
grottoes.  These were  formerly  the site of an old quarry, and belong 
to rocks of the Clinton  Group.  Owing to the underlying bed of blue 
day the Clinton  Group is usually a great  water bearer.  At Soldiers' 
Home  one of the grotto springs is fed in this way,  and two  springs of 
the same nature in the quarry south of the grotto give forth a  steady flow 
of water all year.  The grotto is now used for floral effects only. 
Soltliers' IIome Quarries.  (Section 11.) 
The Soldiers'  Home quarry is the finest  exposure of  the  Clinton 
Group in the.  State.  Being  constantly in  operation, it has proved .the 
most productIve place for fossil  remains.  Both the Niagara and Cin-OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  71 
cinnati groups are shown in the same section,  and the thickness of  the 
Clinton Group as here obtained is strictly accurate  . 
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*Dip towards the west. 
A  section of the  ea5tern  half of the  quarry,  beginning  at A  near 
lVIassachusetts  Avenue,  and extending  to  the  eastern limit,  is  repre-
sented  by  the  table  and  section  just  given.  The  distances  are 
reckoned to the next succeeding station on the line;  the height is cal-
culated from the level of the side walk at the Dayton Court House;  the 
first  list  of dips  consists  merely of differences  of elevation  between 
consecutive stations;  in the second these  are  reduced to the standard 
of 100 feet.  The dip unless marked by an *  is toward the east. 
The  difference in direction  between  the  base and  the  top of the 
Clinton  Group is quite  evident,  and is owing to the  effects  of glacial 
action which has planed off the stone withollt regard to its dip,  or ele-
vation, as shown for instance  at station C.  This is still more evident 
if the dip near the western end of the section be considered, where the 
base of the Clinton is  4  ft.  below the same 40 fcet north.  The entire 
eastern  half  of  the  quarry shows  glacial  scratching,  planing,  and 
groovmg. 
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[t is fn:< Juentlr supposed that the Clinton contains no regular seams, 
sejJarating  the  strata.  \Vhereas  this  is  true  in  a  general  sense,  as 
n}mpan.:tl for  instance  with  Cincinnati or Niagara  formations,  neyer-
tlldess quite  regular  seams are occasionally  fOllnel  also in the Clinton 
group,  especially in the  section  now  under  consideration.  A  long 
"eam.  followed with cOl11Varative ease for 175 ft.  showed a  dip of  3.29 
ft.  in 'this distance.  A  comparison of this line  with  the  base of the 
gruuJl  shows  that the ;;trata  thicken in the depressions of the underly-
ing bed.  'rhis is also shown in the western half of the quarry, where 
the group is  q.-~ ft.  thick at the  spring,  and 15.6 ft.  at <L  point ISO ft. 
north-west  of the  same,  showing  an  increase  of  I  ft.  2.5 in.  The 
ekvations at the spring are:  top of Cincinnati group 192.63;  of Clin-
ton gronp,  :lOi.Or.  Along  the  western  end of the' quarry the eleva-
tions  of the  Clinton':  are 202. i3  at  the  S.\V. corner,  200.07  at the 
middle,  202. IS  at  the  N.  \V.  corner,  202.36  at a  point east  of the 
latter.  Here the top of the Niagara reached 204.26 showing a  thick-
ness  of  1.9  ft.;  it  is  a  yellow,  somewhat  shaly  stone,  becoming 
frequently  quite  hareL  Taking the  Niagara stone  as shown  at  the 
Soldiers'  Home,  C:urollton  pike,  and  other  quarries  farther  west,  a 
good  idea of the  variahility of the  base of this group can be formed. 
In the western pan of the  quarry the base of the Clinton  Croup con-
si~ts of a  greyish or almost white stone, crnuposed of finely cOI1llniuuted 
organic  renHlins,  of which  the  structure  has  beconlc  lnore  or  less 
ohscnn:.  Here many bryozoans have been found in a  fine condition. 
elalhrd/Ylnl  Clilll"lU'Jzsis anc;1  I?ckjwra  Illlglliala in fronds  2  feet  and  I 
foot  ill  diameter  re;;pecti\'ely  hayc ueen  seen  here.  Other  fossils, 
however, are  r:1ther  scanty in this  stone.  ~-rost  of the  group, ho,\'-
t~ver,  is composed of a  IJluish solid limestone,  becoming pinkish or red 
hy  oxidation,  and  ahounding  in  fossil  forms.  The  sUlllmit  of  the 
group  in  the  north-\\'cstcrn  part  of  the  quarry  is  especially  prolific 
in ,,'arious species of  Orllti.\.  The summit of the Cincinnati Group is 
('ompn,,;ed of blue, clayey shales, sc,,'e1'al feet thick, and very undulating. 
The notable  fact i:i  th;lt  these  undulations  are  mostly  local,  the strata 
taken as a  whole, maintaining a  comparatively even inclination, as will 
lJt:  seen by a  reference to the map. 
In  the  rocks of the  Clinton  Group, at  Soldiers' I-laIne, so  many 
spl:t:i~,s  are fOllnd,  and so much work has been done,  that it wo'uld  be 
difficult  to mention the prominent  features.  Bryozoans, found  here 
in IlumiJt:rs, art: said to be still more common at the Eaton pike quarry. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  73 
Platyostoma Niagarense  is not unfrequent.  Glabella;:  and pygidia of 
two species of  I!lu~lllts, are abundant, as are also various  shells, corals, 
&c.  The  fossils are not equally distributed.  Thin courses of rock 
are not apt to be very productive.  In the thicker interspersed layers, 
however, which  show external  signs of fossils,  considerable  numbers 
are  freCJ.uently  developed  by  breaking  the  stone.  Throughout  the 
Clinton  Group the fracture  is  irregular,  and  it is very difficult to  ob-
tain entire specimens.  It is rarer still to obtain specimens completely 
loosened [r011"1  the rock, as one or the other face is apt to be  insepara-
bly connected with it. 
DAYTON  LIMESTONE  QUARRIES. 
South  of  Dayton  °a  continuous  series  of.  quarries  extends  from 
Beavertown to a  point about a  mile and a  half northeast of the Insane 
Asylum.  Some of these have  been  abandoned, but in those now ill 
operation  the Dayton and  overlying strata  of the  Niagara are  shown 
in  section,  and  s111a11  exposures  of the  Clinton  are  not  infrequent. 
As a  l1.1.eans  of comparison with the district just described, a  section of 
one of these quarries is given. 
Huffman's  Quany,  (Sectzim  v.) 
About three quarters of a  mile towards the southeast of the Asylum 
for the Insane, is a  quarry, belonging to  1"'11'.  'IV.  P.  Huffman, of Day-
ton.  A  single secti.on of the  Clinton Group is said to have been ob-
tained  here, while  constructing  a  drain.  The  strata  were  I3  feet 
thi.ck;  the color is light pink, and its fossils are rather few.  The Ni-. 
agara  Group consists  of the  Dayton  limestone, and  a  few  layers  of 
"blue  cap."  The Dayton  limestone  consi.sts  of a  20 in.  course  of 
stone, surmounted by a  26 in. and a 7 in.  course.  The 20 in. course 
separates into a  12 in.  layer, succeeded by two 4 in. layers.  The 26 
in.  course, even more readily, is divi.ded into a  20 in. and a  6 in. layer. 
The  20 in. layer is  naturally  the  most  profitaule. and  is quarried  in 
large slabs.  The blue cap begins with a  10 in. course of poor quality, 
followecl  by  an  8  in.  course,  still  more  inferior  and  often  uroken. 
Above this,  IS in. or more of thin  slabs,  usually in small  pieces, may 
be  found.  The  color of this  blue  cap is  denoted by its  name;  its 
commercial value is destroyed by its poor weathering qualities and the 
irregular and broken condition of the stone.  The quarry, therefore,. 
presents  four  and  a  half feet  of good Dayton  limestone.  The  Nt-74 
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no-ara cap is here unfossiliferous as far as known.  The Dayton lime-
s~)l1e contains  corals and  orthocerites.  Between  the Clinton strata 
and the Davton limestone is a  bed of blue  marl,  9  in.  thick,  which  is 
rcfelTed  to  J  the  Clinton  Group.  It contains  large  crinoid  beads, 
Orthis biforata, val'.  IY1U;;,  and various  Ininnte  forms  not known  else-
where  in the series.  The Clinton Group  proper has furnished a  py-
gydimll referred,  douhtfuIly perhaps, to  Ilkenlls LWadisoniamts.  The 
marl is in this paper called Beavertown  marl. 
CENTREVILLE QUARRIES. 
Centreville, eight  miles  south of  Dayton,  is situated on an  outlier 
of stone, composed  of rocks  belonging  to  the  Clinton  and  Niagara 
groups.  In some places  that  division  of the Niagara Group known 
as the Dayton limestone  or  "marble"  approaches within a  few feet of 
the surface of the ground, and hence gives rare opportunities for good 
and readily worked quarries. 
Allcn's  Qltan:y. 
Several years ago, shortly  after  the construction of the  Cincinnati 
Northern railroad, a  quarry was opened on the fann. of John E. Allen, 
about a  half a  mile east of Centreville.  This quarry is probably  the 
most easily worked and most accessible (for purposes of transportation) 
in  the county.  The Clinton rock is here of a  pinkish  or often dirty 
white color.  It is exposed only by the removal  of the overlying Ni-
agara  stone, or by the cutting of ditches.  Yet Inany and often  rare 
fossils  have been  found  here.  Orthis .Daytollcltsis, with both  valves 
preserved,  has  been  discovered.  A  thin  seam  of  bluish  clay,  be-
tween the Clinton and Niagara stone, furnished the large  Calymcllc,  to 
he  described later.  This clayey layer has not yet shown any  of the 
curiolls  little fossils found in the  marl  at  Huffman's Quarry, although 
apparently its stratigraphical equivalent. 
Beginning  with the base  of the  Niagara  exposure,  the courses  of 
Dayton stone run as follows:  a  r6, 18;0,6,3;0, 2U, 4, 4%,2;,(,4;,( 
and  a  I  j:{  in.  course.  Comparing the:-;e courses  with those at  Huff-
man's Quarry, it will be noticed that  the 16 in.  course corresponds  to 
the  20  in. course of that quarry, and  like  it  is divided  into  smaller 
layers: in this case into a  -I- in. layer below and a  I;~ in. layer above, the 
intermediate divisions, if any, not having been noted.  The 18;0 in. 
and 6 in.  layer:; also correspond very nicely to thG  eqllivalent divisions OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  75 
of the  26 in. layer in the other quarry; and the 3.%  in.  and 2%  in. 
layers  might be  combined  so  as  to  correspond  to  the  7  in.  layer. 
Above  this  point  comparisons  would  perhaps  prove  treacherous. 
Above the Dayton stone proper are found shaly layers, 50 in. and 9 in. 
thick,  \vhich do not  sufficiently approach  the  crystalline  character  of 
the Dayton stone to be classed with it. 
MISCELLANEOUS  QUARRIES. 
In  addition to the quarries just mentioned, one  or  two others  are 
worthy of at least a  slight reference in this paper. 
Falmer's  Quarry. 
About two miles north of Dayton, some  distance west of the Cov-
ington  pike,  is a  quarry which displays  both  the Clinton and Niagara 
groups.  The quarry  presents  some peculiar  features  which will  be 
made a special object of investigation for the next paper.  TheClin-
ton  ends  above  in  a  layer  of blue  clay, succeeded by a  number  of 
courses of Dayton limestone, none of which attain any great thickness. 
The  blue day layer, besides  the  usual  fossils  of the  Clin~on  Group, 
has  also  furnished  a  specirnen  of Eldtwaldia  reticulata,  Mr.  E.  i\'1. 
Thresher being the conector. 
Fair  Havetl  Quan)'. 
In  Preble county, half a  mile north of the  village of Fair Haven, 
in a streanl entering Four lVlile Creek, a  quarry has  been opened, giv-
ing an exposure of the Clinton.  Here there have been fonnd numer-
ous corals so far not known elsewhere in  this State, and also the usual 
Clinton  forms.  Among  others,  a  form  of  C'latltropora  ChiltoneHsis, 
with unusually large oval openings (passing entirely through  the  bryo-
zoum and thus fOrllling the branches of the reticulations,) deserves spe-
cial  mention.  A  species  of Ptyc1IOPll)!llulll,  in a fine state  of preser-
vation, occurs  here;  a  similar,  if not identical  form,  being found  at 
Allen's Quarry.  The  exposure  does  not  give  a  complete  section, 
but over four feet of the Clinton Group are exposed. 
About two m.iies north, along Four Mile Creek, another quarry has 
exposed the higher strata of the Niagara  group.  Its peculiar feature 
is  a  sean1  of Chel"ty  limestone,  about  nine  inches  thick,  containing 
Atrypa reHcularis in well preserved specimens.  No other fossils  have 
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The Clinton Limestone of Ohio  i~ very fossiliferous.  The fossils, 
however, are often  difficult to  obtain  on  account of the hardness  of 
the rock  and its  irregular fracture,  when  subluitted to the  blows  of a 
geologist's  hammer.  For the same reasons the identification  of gao;-
teropods becomes extremely difficult, since their apertures are o;carcely 
ever seen.  In one  form alone  are they of COlTIlTIOn  occurence,  Cy. 
c!o/li:ma bili:..:;  this fossil is of rather  frequent occurrence in the upper, 
shaly  part of the group, from  which  it sornetill1es  weathers with  the 
neatness  of Lo\ver Silurian fossils in this  State.  Some forms of bra-
chiopods  preserve  their  outlines  very  indistinctly.  This  is  true  of 
Orthis flabella and the small form I  have ventured to call  O.  elega71tlfla, 
r'flr. pat7.!a.  Others are  found  only  as  single  valves  firmly held  by 
the  rock so that only one  face,  the external or  internal,  is  presented. 
On this  account it is difficult  to  associate  dorsal  with ventral  valves, 
internal with external  features.  A  few fonns, however, occurring in 
the higher, more shaly strata, are frequently found well preserved. with 
both  valves  connected.  Such  are Ortllis ltJ1brida,  O.  degantllla, and 
RhYllcllOlldla  St:tJbliUl.  O.  biforata f. ClilltOllcllsis and 7 7 riplesia  Ortom' 
most  frequently  are found as fragments embracing that portion  of the 
valves  surrounding the beaks;  these fragments show both the external 
and  internal  features.  They  are  also, although  not  as  frequently, 
found  as  entire  shells,  with  both  valves  united.  Eicltzoaldia  ntie-
1Ilata,  Ortltis  faltsta,  and  .illt.'ristella  umbonata,  the  last  from  the 
middle  of the formation, have all been found as  entire  shells.  The 
trilobites  are  usually  found  as  fragments,  the  heads  and tails  being 
disconnected.  In Illf<:Jllts  the movable  cheeks and glabellfe are  thus 
found  separated.  In only  one  specirnen of  Dalmanites  rf7erthllcri 
the intermcdiate  articulations  of the  thorax were  discovered.  The 
association  of glabellx  and pygidia, therefore,  is  somewhat  difficult. 
Still  with all these failings,  the  fossilized  forms of the Clinton  Group 
dc,;cn-e careful study, and to the careful and painstaking collector they 
wiII form one of the most produetive tields of labor in the State. 
The fossils of the Clinton Group differ frorn the remains of the su-
perposed Niagara formations of the  State in this  important particular, 
that, whereas the latter are most frequently found in the form of casts, 
the fonncr almost always present the external features.  Hence thevare 
more readily determined and their structure can usually be easily stt;died 
by  means of microscopic  sections.  In the following pages a  full ac-OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  77 
count  will  be  given  of the Bracluipoda and Lamellibrallchiaia  of the 
group, as  far as  studied.  To this  are appended  partial accounts  of 
the Gasteropoda and Trilobita of the same.  The next paper will  con-
tain a continuation of the account of the latter groups, with a study of 
the bryozoans  and  coral::;  of the  group.  The  latter  present  a  few 
features of special  importance in the identification of the  stratigraphi-
cal relations of this group. 
Great pains have been taken in the identification of specific forms, 
and new species have been formed only with reluctance, and when there 
seemed  to be an absolute necessity for  such a  course.  Nevertheless 
quite a large number managed to creep in.  Of these the most inter· 
esting  are the series of forms which have  so far seemed  characteristic 
of that portion of the Clinton Group, here called the Beavertown marl. 
They  are to be specially noticed for their small size, being  accompan-
ied  with only a  few  larger  ;;;pecies. 
If the  writer  has  anywhere  been  deceived  in  his  judgment,  he 
would  be glad to receive such  information  as would be lIseful in  cor-
recting  the same, since  upon  tlle  correctness  of the identification  of 
the  fossil forms must depend  the  correctness of all  discussions as  to 
the stratigraphical relations of the Clinton Group of Ohio. 
In  the description of fossil  forms  the  nomenclature used by  Hall 
and IVleek has been adopted, and where species  are identified with, or 
described  as  closely  related  to  forms  already  published by these  or 
other  authors,  the description of Ohio forms  has been as far as  possi-
ble  adapted to the original  description.  However, no  statement has 
been  repeated which is  not fully vouched for by specimens  on  hand, 
and  conformity lneans only an acknowlcdgenlent of the excellence  of 
the descriptions taken as a  model. 
Most of the species described  in  this  paper may be  found  in  the 
writer's  private  collection.  Valuable  assistance, however, has  been 
afforded by numerolls friends, both in the loan of specimens and tooks, 
as well as in such general information as has proved valuable from time , 
to time.  Among others, the writer feels specially indebted to NIr.  K 
}'L  Thresher and  1\11'.  Geo.  Caswell, of Dayton-both active  collect-
ors  of the Clinton fo::;sils,near  that  city.  He also wishes to  express 
his appreciation of the kindness  and  interest shown him by Prof.  Ed-
ward Orton,  of the Ohio Geological Survey, a  man of eminent ability, 
and whose carefui, painstakil1g work has justly won him a place among 
the most honored of American geologists. I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
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BRACHWPODA. 
Leptrena prolongata, 
Strophomena patenta, 
rhomboidalis, 
Orthis bifomta, var.  lynx.  f.  reversata. 
biforata, vaL lynx.  f.  Daytonensis. 
flabella, 
hybrida, 
elegantula, 
elegantula,  val'.  parva, 
n.  sp. 
Hall. 
vVilckens. 
Sowerby. 
Sowerby. 
Dalman. 
11.  val'. 
X.  fausta,  n. sp. 
XI.  Daytonensis,  11.  sp. 
XII.  Meristella umbonata,  Billings. 
XIII.  Triplesia Ortoni,  :Meek. 
XIV.  triplesiana,  n.  sp. 
XV.  Rhynchonella scobina,  :Meek. 
XVI.  Zygospira modesta,  Hall. 
XVII.  Atrypa nodostriata,  Hall. 
XVIII.  Eichwaldia l'eticulata,  Hall. 
The Brachiopoda of the Clinton Group of Ohio seem to have their 
nearest relatives in the Niagara formations of other States.  Eic!l'loal-
dia rdiclIlata is characteristic  of the vValdron beds  of Indiana.  Or-
this  h.vbrida  and  O.  cleglllztuia  are  widely  distributed  Niagara  forms. 
Orll,is jltlbdla and Atrypa lI(Jdostriata  recall  the Niagara fossils of New 
York.  Rll)'Jldwlldla scobillll is closely related to R. neglecta, a  Niagara 
fossil  of  considerable  distribution.  Leptama prolotlgata  recalls  L. 
trallsi'~'r,nllI:~  of New York.  Orthisfausta  finds  its nearest  relative, 
perhaps, in  O .  .iVz~-is,  of Kentucky  strata, equivalent to  Niagara  for-
mations.  .i~ft'n~·tdkt umbollata: is found  in the 1\1iddle Silurian of An-
ticosta.  5rrophomellll  patolttl,  however, is  found  in  New  York,  in 
rocks undoubtedly Clinton.  Three species, Strophomclla 'l'hOillboidalis, 
Orthis biforata ,Mr.  ~~'!l.\',  and  apparently also ZJgospira modesta extend 
from the Lower Silurian into the Clinton rocks of Ohio. 
Of these,  ,srrophtJ1JIclla  r/wlIlboidalis  and  Orthz~'  biforata, val'. lynx, 
have  a  great  range vertically.  Stropholtlclla patenla  differs  frolli  the 
New York  types of this species  in the finer and more  llunierous  radi-
ating  stria:~.  Z.J:I!(}spira  1Jll7tiesta,  as stated, has  its  relations  in  lower 
strata.  The testimony of the other  fossils  seems to be 1110re or  less 
decidedly in favor of a  relationship with Niagara forms. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  79 
GENUS  LEPT  .lENA,  Dalman. 
L  LEPT.cENA  PROLONGATA,  sp.  N. 
(Plate  XIII, Figs.  5 a, b.) 
Sllell  of Ineditun size,  concavo-convex,  serni-oval;  hinge line pro-
longed,  exceeding  the  width  of the  shell, lateral  extremities  acutely 
angular. 
Ventral valve alone known, very convex, highest elevation at about 
one  third the distance  from the  beak  to  the  anterior  margin, thence 
curving  rapidly towards the anterior nlargin, and far nl0re so  towards 
the  posterior  margin or  hinge  line, which is  inflected.  There  is  a 
tendency towards a  slight mesial elevation. 
Surface marked by fine,  close strire, some of which are more pron1-
inent, the spaces between  being puncta-striate.  Interior of shell also 
striated  in the smne  direction  as the  exterior  surface, the  reticulated 
structure of L. trallsversalis not observed. 
This species is closely related to L. tralls'versalis,  frorn which it dif-
fen;  in its larger size, the  lateral  pl'olongation  of the  shell, especially 
along  the hinge line, absence  as far as known  of retic.ulations  among 
the interior strire, and by the tendency towards a  mesial  fold.  From 
L. scricea it can be  distinguished by its great convexity from the  ante-
rior towards the posterior regions.  (The specific  term is intended to 
suggest the lateral prolongation of the shelL) 
Length,  13 InITI.; breadth,  25 mm.;  convexity of the ventral valve, 
5  to 6  rn111. 
Localz'ty and  position.  Soldiers' HOllIe,  Clinton Group. 
GENUS  STROPHOl\I[ENA.  Rafinesque. 
II.  STROPHOllIENA  PATENTA,  HalL 
Shell described in Ohio Pal. VoL II. 
Locality  and  position.  Soldiers'  Home  Quarries,  Cli2.ton  Group: 
COlTIlTIOl1. 
III.  STROPHOllfENA  RHOlllBOlDAL1S,  Wi1ckens  (sp.). 
Described in Ohio PaL  Vol.  11.;  variable. 
Locality  and position.  Soldiers'  Home  and  Huffman  Quarries, 
Clinton Group. • 
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GENUS  ORTHIS,  Dalrnan. 
ORTHIS  BIFORATA,  var.  LYNX,  VoJZ.  Buch. 
IV.  forma  reversata. 
(Plate  XIII,  Fig.  7·) 
Shell of the type known as var.  (l'llX,  especially those forms ,vhich 
show  a  greater  number  of plications  on  the  mesial  fold  and in  the 
sinns.  The  name given to the  form  here  described  is expected  to 
have  only a  local  use  to  distinguish  it  from the  variety  ~l'llX,  as  de-
scribed and figured in the Ohio Geological Reports horn  the strata of 
the Cincinnati formations.  Typical specimens of the different varie-
ties  of O.  biforata from  the Lower Silurian  formations  of Ohio have 
an odd number of plications in the mesial sinus, and an even  number 
on  the mesial fold.  Thus vaL' l;"L1.~  has  typically  three in the sinus 
and  four  on  the  fold.  'Vhen  more  than  this  number  appear,  the 
typical plicatiol1s ,lre the stronger.  Typical specimens of  O.  bifora!ll 
var.  ~YllX in  the Upper  Silurian  formations  (Clinton  Group), in  the 
two  forms known  to  me, have  an  even  number  ofplications in  the 
mesial sinus, mid an odd llurnber on the mesial fold.  In the fonn reo 
'Z't:r.rata  the plications  branch  frequently, but  the  typical  arrangement 
remains clearly defined.  Although these distinctions are not expected 
to  be of value elsewhere, they are  too well  defined and of too  rnuch 
interest in our local formations,  not to be noted. 
Shell  attaining  a  fair  size, the  dorsal  valve  a  little  larger  j  shell 
wider than  long, with a  sub-graduate  outline;  no very gibbous  forms 
have  as yet been found;  hinge  line less  than  the greatest breadth  of 
the  valves;  cardinal  extremities  obtusely  angular;  lateral  111aJ'gins 
rather sinuous near  the hinge  line,  rounding to  the  front,  where it  is 
somewhat  sinuously rounded  at the junction  of the rnesiaI. sinus  and 
fold.  Beaks  nearly equal, incurved and approximate, sometimes  al-
most touching;  cardinal areas nearly equal. 
Dorsal  valve more convex than  the ventral,  its greatest  convexity 
being near the middle.  l\Iesial  fold rather rounded, arising near the 
beak, becoming  more prominent as it extends  forward, with  rounded 
sides;  beak projecting  beyond  the  hinge  margin, strongly  incurved; 
cardinal  area  directed  backward,  somewhat  incurved.  Foran1en 
broad, triangular and not closed by the cardinal process. 
Ventral  valve  with a  mesial  sinust  beginning  nea,r  the  beak: ex-• 
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tending  forward,  terminating in a  rounded projection which  continues 
the  curvature of the shell and thus produces a  sinuous outline for  the 
front edge of the shell.  Surface of the valve rounded into the mod-
erately concave sinus.  Beak less strongly incnrved than that  of the 
dOl'sal  valve.  Cardinal area  incurved and  directed backward, less, 
however, than  that of the  other  valve.  Foramen  triangular, wider 
than  high;  hinge  teeth  rnoderately  prominent  and  trigonal;  muscu-
lar  cavity oblong, little  m.ore  than one third  the  length  of the  shell, 
lateral margins parallel, wen defined by the dental ridges.  On either 
side of this cavity are a  number  of short strire,  which are arranged  in 
longitudinal lines following about the direction of the plications. 
Surface of each valve  with rounded, radiating  plications, from 24 
to 36 in number, of which four to six occupy the n1.esial sinus, and five 
to seven (in one  specimen  ten  or  eleven) the  mesial  fold.  In the 
sinus  two plications begin at the  beak, two additional ones are  iU1me-
diately added, and  later one or two Inore  at one third or one half the 
length  of the shell. from  the  beak.  On  the mesial fold three  plica-
tions originate at the beak, to which two m.ore are added at one fourth 
the  length of the shell from  the  beak;  later  two more appear and  in 
one specin1.en in hand ten or eleven plication,; are more or less distinct-
ly shown.  The plications in the  sinus and on the fold  branch in all 
specimens as described above;  the  lateral ones,  ro-15 in number, are 
almost  always  simple.  Lines of  growth  not  shown  in  the  speci-
mens  found.  "VeIl  preserved  specimens  under  the  Inicroscope 
show  nlunerous  n1.inute granules, arranged  in regular rows across  the 
plications. 
Length of the specimen  figured,  24111.11.1.;  breadth, 28 mIn.;  hinge 
line,  21  mn1.;  convexity,  18  Il1.l11.;  breadth  of largest  specimen,  37 
111m.  Comparing  this  description with  that given by :Meek, in  Pal. 
Ohio, Vol. 1., it will  be  found to  be  about the  same  as that  of var. 
l.YllX.  (The name of the form is intended to suggest the fact that the 
odd  and even number of mesial plications are found on valves  oppo-
site to  those on which they occur  in Lower Silurian forms,  as  though 
the shell had been turlled about. ) 
Localit.Y and  position.  Throughout the Clinton Group.  Found en-
tire  in the Beavertown marl, generally in  fragments in the rest of the 
group.  Soldiers' Home, Centreville, I-Iuffman's  Quarries. 
It may be interesting to notice in this connection  that all the forms 
of Grtllis biforak& from the upper Niagara formations of Ohio, which I gz  BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
have seen, belong to a  smaller  type of the  var.  (yNX,  and are charac-
terized, like our  Clinton  specimens, by an even  number of plications 
in the sinns, and odd number on the mesial fold. 
V.  Forma Daytoncllsis. 
(Plate  XIII,  Fig.  8.) 
This  is another form belonging  to the forms typified  by the  varie-
ties  of  O.  b[forata,  found in  the Cincinnati  formations.  They  bear 
considerable reselllblance to the young of val'.  lyNX, and in one case, hav-
ing the hinge line greater than the breadth of the shell, it varies somewhat 
in  the  direction  of var.  {leu/,lira/a.  The  name is expected to  have 
only a  local use for the Clinton forms which have two plications in the 
mesial  sinus, and three  simple ones on  the  fold,  all of which seem to 
originate at about the same distance fronl. the beak. 
Shell  of small  size,  ~wider than  long, with a  sub  quadrate  outline, 
hinge line usually shorter than or equaling the  breadth of the valve, in 
one specirnen exceeding it in size.  The shells have their outline indis-
tinctly  preserved and are  found  only  as  single valves  showing  their 
exteror surface. 
Ventral  and dorsal valves with siuus and fold  rounded, the  plica· 
tions  also  more  rounded  than  those  of Lower  Silurian  formations, 
simple. 
These  specimens could perhaps be considered as the young  of the 
form  n'Z~·er.f(lta,  were it not for the simple  plications on both  fold  and 
sinus, which  remain simple where on the corresponding places  of the 
other  form there would  be  several  adclitional  plications  intercalated. 
Length of Inedium  sized  specilnen,  12  11.1.11.1..;  breadth,  18  rn111..; 
convexity, as well as can be  determined by a  comparison of different 
single  valves,  9  mIll.  Breadth of largest specim.en,  24 lum.  (The 
!lame of the fonn is taken fro111  the  locality where  it is  m~ost frequent. 
u"'alily ami positi(m.  Soldiers' Home, Clinton Group. 
VI.  ORTHIS  FLABELLA,  Sowerby. 
(Plate  XIII,  Figs.  12 a, b.) 
Shell  semi-oval;  hinge line  equal  to  the breadth of the valve  01' 
generally  a  little less.  Shell wider than long, the dorsal valve  much 
more convex than the other,  very v<.1riable. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
Dorsal  valve very convex, the greatest  convexity  being  near  the 
heak ;  beak much elevated, incurved. 
Ventral  valve flattened, with  a  shallow mesial sinus,  more luarked 
along  the  posterior  half of  the  shell,  towards  the  beak;  beak  but 
slightly elevated. 
Surface  marked  by  twenty  to 
rounded,  almost  straight plications, 
between them in width. 
twenty-four  simple,  strong,  low, 
equal to  the broad,  flattish spaces 
FrOlll  the  form.  as  described  above  there  are  many  variations. 
The middle plication of the dorsal valve frequently manifests a  tenden-
cy towards becorning m.ore elevated  and  almost forming a  low  carina 
towards the beak; the other plications bec~rning m.ore indistinct as they 
approach  this  point.  They  rnay  also  become  luore  angular, more 
num.erous, approaching thirty in nmuber, and the spaces between them 
may  becOlne  even  11arrower  than  the  plications.  Again, in  a  few 
specimens they divide dichotm11ously towards their extremities.  The 
shells also vary  considerably in. size,  from  IS to 43 m111.  in  breadth. 
Faint  concentric sb'i~ Inay also appear  in the depression between  the 
plications;  lines of growth are still m.ore rare.  The anterior and lat-
eral m.argins of the shell are rarely well defined in our specimens. 
Length,  I8 nEn.;  hreadth, 26  111111.;  convexity, as nearly as can be 
determined by comparison of the separated  valves, S to 9 111m.,  being 
accounted for nutinly by the great convexity of the dorsal valve. 
The shell has been found only in the form of separated valves,  the 
exterior surface exposed, the cardinal area invisible;  however, the few 
simple  plications  usually equaling  the  flat  depressions  between  suffi-
ciently deterrnine this species. 
Locality and positioll.  Soldiers'  Home  Quarries,  Clinton  Group; 
very comn10n in places. 
VII.  ORTHIS  HVBRIDA,  So·meroy. 
(Plate  XIII, Figs.  IO a, b.) 
Shell lenticular, greatest  diameter  at  one  third the  length  of the 
shell from the beak, wider than long;  valves  nearly  equal,  hinge line 
about half the width of the shell. 
Dorsal valve convex, evenly rounded, beak less  elevated than that 
of the ventral valve, cardinal area smaUer, extending the length of the 
hinge line. BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
Ventral valve convex, with a broad, undefined depression extending 
from  near the centre  to  the  anterior  lnargin j  beak a  little  incurved, 
cardinal area directed backwards, incurved.  Owing to the depression 
along the anterior portion  of the ventral valve,  ~he shell has a  sinuolls 
outline in front. 
Surface  marked by fine,  close, branching  strire,  which are  arched 
upwards  along  the postero-Iateral  margins;  radiating strire crossed by 
several  lines of growth.  Concentric strire not distinguishable in  the 
specimens at hand. 
Length,  I7 mm.;  breadth,  19 mm.;  convexity,  8  mm.;  hinge line, 
10 nl111. 
Localit.Y alld positiOll.  Soldiers' Home Quarry, in the  upper, shaly 
courses of the Clinton Group. 
VIII.  ORTHIS  ELEGANTULA,  Dalman. 
(Plate  XIlI,  Figs.  I  I  a,  b.) 
Shell sem.i-oval;  hinge  line shorter  than  the  width  of  the  shell, 
exceeding the length of the cardinal area. 
Dorsal valve almost fiat,  with a  shallow depression extending from 
the  beak to the anterior  margin;  ll1.ore  marked near the  beak;  beak 
not incurved. 
Ventral valve  convex, extrem.ely elevated towards the beak;  beak 
much  exceeding  that  of ventral  valve in  length, and incurved over 
the cardinal area. 
Surface marked by fine radiating strire, branching, curved upwards 
along the lateral and posterior margins;  crossed by lines of growth, and 
fainter concentric strire. 
This  species may be readily  distinguished from.  O.  lrybrida by  the 
flat dorsal valve, and  shallow  depression  extending from the beak  to 
the  anterior  Inargin,  also  by  the  nlore  quadrangular  outline  of the 
shell. 
Length,  16 111m.;  breadth,  I7 111m.;  convexity,  4 1um.;  hinge line, 
10 n1In. 
L(Icality  aNd positiON.  Soldiers'  Home  and  Centreville  Quarries, 
in the upper courses of the Clinton Group. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
IX.  vaL  parva,  or young. 
(Plate  XIII,  Figs.  17 a, b.) 
Among  the  specimens  of  Ortlus  collect~d at  the  Soldiers' I-Iome 
Quarries occur great nurnbers of a  small form resembling O. elegan/lIla. 
The ventral valve is exceedingly convex and the surface is marked  by 
fine,  nmnerous, indistinctly  preserved strire,  being plainest at the  lat-
eral and anterior rnargins of the  valve.  The beak is very pronlinent 
and incurved. 
An  ordinary sized specimen of the ventral valve l11easured gave  a 
length of 6  nun.;  breadth,  7  111m.;  convexity,  3  111m.  The  largest 
specimen observed does not exceed 10 T11I11.  in breadth. 
The variety occurs frequently in the limestone of the Clinto11 Group, 
whereas the species described above seems confined to the upper, shaly 
courses.  The  nlain reasons for separating it from.  the species are  its 
smaller  size,  greater  convexity, and  different  location.  If not  the 
young of  O. elegantula it is certainly a  well rnarked variety.  Its gen-
eral appearance is somewhat like that of O.  pisa of New  York  strata, 
but our shell does not have both valves connected and the presence of 
an occasional dorsal valve  having a  low ll1esial  depression, apparently 
to be associated 'with the ventral  fonns, would  preclude such a  deter-
mination.  For  the present it may be considered a  variety  of  O.  ele-
gantlila. 
Locality aJzd position. 
Home  Quarries,  in  all 
Group. 
x. 
\Videly  distributed  throughout the  Soldiers' 
except  the  uppermost layers  of  the  Clinton 
ORTHIS  FAUSTA,  sp.  ll. 
(Plate  XIII, Figs.  IS a, b, c,  d; and Figs.  16 a,  b.) 
Shell of medium size or often less, wider than long;  hinge line not 
equaling the 'width of the shell;  lateral margins rounded in front,  pos-
teriorly illcnrved, frequently expanding at the hinge line just enough to 
leave  the postero-Iateral margins  extend  a  slight distance beyond  the 
il1curved  portion  of  the  same,  like  little  ears.  Convexity  of  the 
valves  almost  equal,  that  of  the  ventral  - .... alve  being  slightly  the 
greater. 
Dorsal  valve  convex, with a  distinct  111esial sinus  extending  from 
the beak to a  point about one third the distance from the anterior mar-
gin, where it  vanishes;  the greatest  convexity lies  a  little  behind the SG  BULLETIN  OF  THE  LAnORATORIES 
middle, on either side  of the  mesial  smus.  Beak  slightly  elevated, 
:'icarceh' incurvcd;  fOl-amen  broad-triangular, width  equal  to twice the 
height.'  Cardinal  process small, laterally compressed, not filling  the 
foramen,  in  a  line with the  base  of the  cardinal area;  cardinal  area 
moderate, one third that of the ventral  valve, equaling the hinge line, 
directed  backwards,  arched.  Postero-Iateral  regions  of. the  valve 
moderately compre!'ised. 
Ventral  vuh'e more convex,  its greatest convexity about  two-fifths 
the distance from the beak, sloping regularly to the lateral and anterior 
margins.  Beak  prominent,  incllrved,  having two or three tim.es  the 
elevation  of the  dorsal  vah'e;  cardinal  area  corresponding, directed 
obliquely backwards, arched;  foram.en triangular. 
Surface marked by 40 to 50 radiating strire,  which  increase by fre-
quent intercalations, and are crossed  by distinct  concentric strim,  giv-
ing  the surface a  beautifully  ornate  appearance, which will  serve  to 
readily  distinguish  it  from  the  other  species  of  Orthis fonnd  here. 
(Figs.  IS a,  b,  <",  d.) 
A  form of this species  occurs having the general  shape  and  char-
acteristics of the typical specimens, hut the plications are more angular, 
sometimes almost  acuteI  y  ridged,  and  crossed  by  concentric  stria~, 
more closely arranged, and also much  less  distinct, not producing the 
ornate appearance characteristic of the typical form.  For this reason 
I  was  once  inclined to separate  them.  under a  different  naI11e,  aeuto-
plIcata, but at present I  am of the opinion that they are not sufficiently 
distinct to be placed even under a varietal name.  (Fig.  r6 a, b.) 
Length of aspeeimen, 17 nun.;  breadth, 21 l111n.;  convexitY,9n111'1.; 
nlrying from this to specimens  with a convexity of only 6 or 7  111m. 
This  species  seems to  be a  form  intermediate between  Ortllis ill-· 
seillpttl and O. bella-rugostl of the Lower Silurian strata, and O.  Nisz"s of 
the Niagara group of Kentnck  y.  It  differs from the last in the much 
smaller ele,-ation of the ventral beak;  fr0111  the second, in the coarser 
and hroader  appearance of its  radiating strire,  the absence of an in-
curved  anterior  margin, and by the gre"1.ter curve of its ventral  beak; 
from  the  first  it  is  chiefly  distinguished  by  greater  size  and  more 
numerous strim. 
Lt>t·,Tll{.'  and j>o.fitllm.  Soldiers'Home  Quarries,  Clinton  Group; 
the  typical  forms,  in  the  LIpper  part of the  group;  the  variety  with 
more acute plications, in the lower portions of the same. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
XI.  ORTHIS  DAVTONENSIS,  Sp.  n. 
(Plate  XIII, Fig:f.  13 il, b,  c,  d.,'  Fig~·. 20 tt, b,;  and Fz;.;.  21.) 
Dorsal  valve  wider  than  long,  very  convex,  greatest  convexity 
heing just behind  the  rniddle,  thence sloping  almost  equally  on  all 
sides,  except  toward the postero-lateral  regions,  which  are  somewhat 
cornpressed;  a  faint Tll.esial  sinus  towards  the  beak.  Cardinal  area 
narrow,  foran1en  broadly triangular,  cardinal  process  narrow,  com-
pressed  laterally,  and situated  beyond  a  line  connecting  the  lower 
edges of the cardinal area, or on the line itself; not filling the foramen. 
Ventral valve ftattish,  its greatest convexity one fourth the distance 
from the  beak  or  even  closer;  thence  sloping  towards  the  postero-
lateral extremities and the anterior rnargin,  causing the anterior portion 
of the  val ve  to  be  depressed,  and  leaving  that  portion of the  shell 
extending from the beak  to  about  the  middle  of the  lateral  margins 
elevated above the other portions of the valve. 
The interior of a  ventral valve found will be sufllciently  explained 
by  Fig.  20 b, of Plate  XII  1.  A  single  specim.cn  with  both  valves 
united has been  found presenting the characteristics of the valves  just 
described, and furnishes my authority for uniting them under the same 
species.  But as a  curiolIs  11latter of fact  n10st of the  ventral  valves 
have  been found at Allen's  Q.uarry,  and  all  the  dorsal  valves at the 
Soldiers' Home Quarries.  The entire specimen is smaller in size than 
most of the single valves found. 
Surface marked by 60 to ')0 fine,  radiating  stri«::;  the branching is 
frequent  and by  intercalations.  Concentric stria;  distant  from  each 
other about the space between the radiating strire, or more, giving some-
times  the appearance of quadrangular punette between the stria:;  con-
centric stria: usually best preserved in the spaces between the radiating 
striFe,  often not very plain on the  stria~ themselves. 
Length of a  dorsal  valve,  17 n1m.;  breadth,  21  111m.;  convexity, 
5  to  6  n1111.  Length of a  ventral  valve,  2  r  111111.;  breadth,  26  nU11.; 
convexity,  4  to 5 mm.  Length of the  only complete shell  found,  18 
mn1.;  breadth 23 111m.;  convexity,  8  111m.;  the relative elevation of the 
beaks in this  specimen  may  be  understood by examining  Fig.  2 I, of 
Plate XIII. 
Locality .alld  pas/tllJ!t.  Allen's and Soldien;' Home Ouarries, Clinton  <..  . 
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GENUS  MERISTELLA,  I-laiL 
. XII.  MERISTELLA  UMBONATA,  Bt7lt"11l[S  (sp.). 
(Plate XIII,  Figs.  2  a, b.) 
Shell elongate ovate, the sides forming a  continuous curve from the 
umbo of the ventral valve to the front margin, with the exception of a 
very slight inward curve at the  hinge  extremities, not at all resembling 
those of the Ohio forms of  ~lf.  cylilldrica;  front m.argin rounded. 
Dorsal  valve  convex, greatest  elevation  at one  third  the distance 
from the beak, thence obtusely rounded towards the beak which is con-
cealed by that of the ventral valve. 
Ventral valve strongly convex, forming a  continuous curve from the 
anterior margin to the  beak, which is spirally  incurved  upon the beak 
of the  dorsal  valve, which it  more  or less  conceals.  The  ventral 
valve considerably elevated above the beak of the dorsal, more so than 
would be indicated by the figures  accompanying this description. 
Surface smooth, the concentric stria:.>  indistinct. 
Length  of  dorsal  valve,  I4  111m.;  of ventral  valve  in  the  sall1e 
specimen,  17 mm.;  breadth,  14  nun.;  convexity,  I21nlU.  Length of 
dor;;al  valve in  a  small  specimen,  10  111m.;  ventral  valve,  12  111m.; 
breadth, 8  mm.;  convexity, 8111m. 
The first inclination was to place these  specilnens  under  .lI1Cristella 
(yiitldrica,  but several  reasons  will  not  permit  this:  the  size of  the 
specimens is  smaller,  the elevation of the  ventral  valve is greater, the 
length of the  shell is relatively  smaller as compared  with  its  breadth, 
and  considered as young of .ill: cylindrica, their  cOllvexity is too great. 
On the  other  hand they are of the  same size and outline as .lIf.  umbo-
llilta.  Associated  with the  ordinary forms are also  separated valves, 
broadly  ovate  in  outline  and  lnore  nearly  resernbling  those  forms 
described by Billings under the  specific term  Pn·llstalltl.  Sillce  the 
writer is  of the  opinion  that  this  species  is  only another fonn of .Ad". 
UJ/!;'tJJlU/a,  its apparent Occurrence  in the  Salne  strata in Ohio  with the 
form  jm,t described, seems to him an additional proof of its identity. 
L"Clllit), alld position.  Soldiers'  Fronle Quarry, Clinto11  Lil11estone. 
Specimens  from this locality  were  kindly  loaned by .Mr.  George  Cas-
well, of Dayton. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
GENUS  TRIPLESIA,  Hall. 
XIII.  TRIPLESIA ORTONI,  Meek  . 
. Described in Ohio Pal.  Vol. 1. 
Locality and position.  Soldiers'  Horn.e  and  Centreville Quarries, 
Clinton Group;  the upper "shovel  ends"  are frequent  in  the upper 
shaly courses of the  Group. 
GENUS 
XIV.  TRIPLESIANA,  sp.  11. 
(Plate XIV,  Figs.  13 a, b/ alld Fig.  I4.) 
The generic  relations of the  following shell I  have  been unable to 
determine  satisfactorily,  although  the  specimens  are in  a  moderately 
good state of preservation.  A  specific  name is merely  suggested for 
the local use of collectors, and a  description appended to give notifica-
tion of at least  the  existence of such a.shell.  The specific  name is 
intended to suggest its similarity in appearance to certain very flat forms 
of  Triplesia  Ortolli in ·which the cardinal area is not  much  developed. 
Shell subquadrate, or rounded anteriorly and rnore  oval in outline, 
medium  or  larger  in  size;  cardinal  area  scarcely  developed,  very 
narrow, hut apparently equalling the hinge line.  Beaks approximate, 
with about the sarll.e elevation, scarcely elevated  above the  hinge line, 
not prominent. 
One  valve  of  the  shell  has  a  low  mesial  elevation  of moderate 
breadth,  corresponding to a  1nesial  sinus on the other valve,  which is 
shallow but equally distinct.  The com.parative breadth of  the mesial 
fold and sinus,  considering  the  general contonr of the shell, although 
sugges,ting  Triplesia  Ortoni,  is dissimilar.  In other respects it suggests 
to m.e a  strophOlnenoid shell. 
Surface  marked by  broad,  radiating,  scarcely  evident  folds,  and 
similar concentric elevations of growth, in addition to which, very fine, 
fibrous,  radiating  stria::  are  visible in the more or less  silicified  shell. 
Lateral  Inargin  n1eeting  the hinge line at little  lnore  than an angle of 
ninety degrees, rounded anteriorly, slightly projecting at the middle. 
Length, 27  nUT1.;  breadth,  29 n1ln.;  convexity,  I2 mm.  Length of 
another individual,  28 mm.;  breadth,  30 111m. 
LocalilJ' and  position.  Soldiers' Home Quarry, in the middle of the 
Clinton Group. BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
GENUS  RHYNCHONELLA, Fisher. 
XV.  RHYNCHONELLA  SCOBINA,  A£eek. 
Described in Ohio Pal. Vol.  I  and II. 
Locality  alld positiOJz.  Soldiers'  I-lome,  Huffman, and  Centreville 
Quarries, Clinton Group;  common. 
GENUS  ZYGOSPIRA,  Hall. 
XVI.  ZYGOSPIRA  lIIODESTA,  Say (sp.). 
(Plate XliI, Fig.  6.) 
Described in  Ohio  Pal.  Vol.  I.,  and  mentioned  as  occurring in 
the  Clinton  Group.  I  have  seen  no  specimens  which  could be re-
ferred without  doubt to this  species  unless it be a  dorsal  valve of  the 
fonowing description. 
Dorsal valve sllbquadrate orbicular;  beak not elevated;  marked by 
about twenty sirnple  plicatiol1s;  with a'shallow  lll,esial  sinus, occupied 
by  three  plications,  the  middle  plication  larger,  the' lateral  ones 
smaller than the plications immediately adjacent. 
Length, 7  nUll.;  width scarcely larger. 
Localit;y and  position.  Beavertown marl, Hllfflllan'S Quarry, Clinton 
Group. 
GENUS  ATRYPA,  Dalman. 
XVII.  ATRYPA  NODOSTRIATA,  Hall. 
(Plate XIII, Fig.  9.) 
Shell described in Ohio Pal. Vol.  II. 
A  slllall  species of Atrypa  referred  here  occurs  sparingly,  of the 
following  description. 
Shell oval, marked by plications, branching near the middle of  the 
shell.  j\Iesial  sinus  on  the  ventral  valve  plainly  defined  by  the 
bordering plication  on  each side,  containing three to  five  plications. 
Dorsal  valve  with  mesial  elevation,  well  defined  by  a  n10re  or  less 
sharp sinus on each side, which is n~ore marked towards the beak. 
Length,  I  I  111111.;  breadth,  I  I  111111.;  convexity, 6  ll1n1. 
Loca1it.y alld  positioN.  Soldiers' Home,  Clinton Group. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
GENUS  EICHvVALDIA,  Billings. 
XVIII.  EICHWALDIA  RETICULATA,  Hall. 
(Plate XIII, Figs.  4  a,  b.) 
Shell broadly triangular ovate, gibbous, cardinal slopes flattened. 
Ventral beak slnall, acute,  flattened on the back, closely  incurved, 
the sinus extending froni the beak to the anterior edge, broad, distinct. 
Dorsal valve lTIOre  convex, beak obtuse, strongly  incurved, a  low, 
fairly  defined  mesial  fold  extending  froni  the  heak  to  the  anterior 
margin. 
Surface  covered  by  fine,  hexagonal, reticulate  markings,  largest 
along the antero-lateral slopes, and decreasing in size towards the sinus 
and posterior regions.  A  small space near the ventral beak is destitute 
of markings. 
Length,  8  Inni.;  breadth, 8  111m.;  convexity,  6 11im. 
LocaHty  and position.  Fauvers'  Quarry 110rth of Dayton,  Clinton 
Group.  Collection of ivfr. E.  M. Thresher. 
LAMELLIBRANCHIATA. 
1.  Pterinea brisa,  Hall. 
II.  Grm11mysia  Caswelli,  ll. sp. 
III.  Cypricardites  ferrugineum  Hall and Whitfield. 
IV.  Nucula luinima,  n.  sp. 
The Lamellibra1lchiata of the  Clinton  Group of Ohio  are  but few 
both in the nl1l11ber of species and in the frequency of their occurrence. 
Pte/'inca  brisa,  if correctly  identified,  adds  another  link  connecting 
this formation with the Niagara Group of the \Vest.  It occurs  also at 
\Valdron, Indiana, and Bridgeport, Illinois. 
GENUS  PTERINEA, Goldfnss. 
I.  PTERINEA BRISA,  Hall. 
(Plate XIII.  Figs.  I4 a, b.) 
Left valve alone  found.  Body of the  shell obliquely  sub-ovate, 
extremely  inequilateral;  anterior wing moderately extended;  sinuate 
at its  junction with the body;  posterior wing acutely extended a  little 
beyond  the  posterior  extremity of the shell;  umbo  prominent,  beak 
rising a little above  the hinge  line, muscular  impression in right valve 
unknown fronl want of speclluens. BULLETIN  OF  THE  t.ABORATORIES 
Surface  marked  by  strong,  radiati11g  strire,  and  less  conspicuous 
concentric stri~. 
The intercalation of radiating  strire in some  cases  gives  rise to an 
appearance  similar  to  the  dentations  and  groovings  figured  in  the 
Indiana  reports, but not identical with theIn.  The  concentric  strire 
also are not so prominent.  The crystallized  character of OlIr  speci-
mens will, perhaps, account in part for these discrepancies.  Fig.  I4 b 
represents a  specimen with fewer radiating strire, referred here. 
Length,  I6-17 mm.;  height,  IO-fI mm.;  convexity of the left valve, 
ahout 2  mm. 
LomZz'ty alld  position.  Soldiers' Home Quarries, Clinton Group. 
GENUS  G RAMMYSIA, De Verneuil. 
II.  GRAMMYSIA  CASWELLI,  sp.  n. 
(Plate XIV,  Figs.  I2 a, b.) 
Shell  small, transversely  sub-ovate;  nmbonal regions gibbous,  an-
terior regions likewise;  height at the beaks  equalling about  five-eights 
of the length_  Anterior end sloping abruptly fronl the beaks above, 
with a  distinctly concave outline, to the lower end of the lunule, where 
it is met by the  rounding base, forming  more or less an angle at their 
junction; base .forming  a  broad  serni.elliptic  curve;  posterior  end 
more  compressed,  the  specim.en  at  hand  being  too  imperfect to de-
termine whether it gaps  at this  extremity,  although it is presumed  to 
do so a  little  from  the  curvature of the  better  preserved  valve;  pos-
terior end  rounded, then  curving  upward  and quite rapidly  forward 
almost merging into the hinge line. 
Cardinal Burgin  indistinctly  preserved,  judged to be nearly  hori-
zontal, slightly concave in outline, and inflected along its entire length, 
forming a  well  defined escutcheon;  lunule  distinct,  with an ob-ovate 
outline, quite deep.  Beaks  prominent, strongly  incurved, obliquely 
•  to the hinge, directed a 1ittle forwards,  posterior umbonal slopes prom-
inently, yet rather broadly rouuded. 
Surface  ornamented in the cast by  welI-de.finecl  concentric  ridges· 
and  furrows,  these in  the  specimen at hand  crossed  by fine  parallel 
lines, almost  vertical, direc'ted a  little  backwards,  and  which  may be 
accidental rather than a special feature of the shell.  Ridges strongest OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  93 
anteriorly,  becOI).1ing less distinct posteriorly.  A  portion of the shell 
where preserved shows the ridges far less defined than on the cast. 
Length,  37 mm.;  height,  25  n:un.;  convexity,  25 mm. 
Locality and position.  Soldiers' Home, Clinton Group.  Collection 
of lVIr.  Geo. Caswell. 
GENUS  CYPRICARDITES,  Conrad. 
III.  CVPRICARDlTES  FERRUGIXEUl\f,  I:Iall  and  rVlzitjield. 
Species described in Ohio Pal. Vol.  II. 
Locality and  position.  \Vihnington,  Clinton  County,  Ohio,  Clinton 
Group.  To my knowledge not found else"lhere. 
GENUS  NUCULA,  Lamarck. 
IV.  NUCULA  MINIMA,  sp.  n. 
(Plate  XIV,  Figs.  8  a,  b,  c.) 
Shell (presumably  the  cast)  very small, ovoid, gibbous above  the 
middle  towards the  beaks,  outline curving  to the  base  and  posterior 
extremity, anteriorly curving more rapidly to the beaks above.  Beaks, 
near  the  anterior  extremity  of the  shell, incurved  and "inclined  for-
wards.  Hinge line at one-third the distance from the beak to its pos-
terior  extremity  supplied  on  each side  with' a  narrow  fold,  directed 
backwards, making a  small angle with the hinge line, and vanishing at 
one-third the distance from the posterior extrem.ity in the depressed re-
gions formed by the raised postero-umbonal regions. 
Near  the beak on each valve  are  three to  four radiating  grooves, 
which  are characteristic of this  species and are evident under the  lui-
croscope. 
In  addition to these grooves are three more or less clearly  defined 
pits, one  being placed in  the  anterior  groove near the beak, and  the 
two  others in the seconcl  groove, one  on. each  side, and at a  greater 
distance  from the bealc.  Along the hinge line, anterior to the beaks, 
are two or three luore or less distinct crenulations,  which appear a  little  • 
like  plications  originating in the  lunule  near the beak and  becoming 
more distinct at the hinge line. 
Length,  2  mIll.;  height, 1.4 nlm.;  convexity,  I  1um. 
Locality  and position.  Beavertown  marl,  Huffman's  Quarry;  not 
found  elsewhere in the Clinton  Group.  Associated  with many  other 94 
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minute  forms,  apparently chiefly  in  the form.  of casts, alnong these  a 
nnmber of gasteropoda. 
I. 
II. 
nI. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
GASTEROPODA. 
Cyclonema bilix, 
Tt'ochonema nana, 
Raphistoma affinis, 
Pleurotomaria inexpectans, 
Cyclora alta, 
Strophostylus cyc1ostOll1ns, 
Platyostoma Niagarense, 
Bucania exigua, 
Bellerophon fistello-striatus, 
Conrad (sp.). 
n.  sp. 
n.  sp. 
Hall and \Vhitfield. 
n. sp. 
Hall. 
Hall. 
n.  sp. 
n.  sp. 
The  Gasteropod{b  of the Clinton  Group,  identitied with previously 
described  forms,  are too few  to fonn any  great  basis  of comparison, 
stratigraphically.  C:'yclollellla  bilt~'C ranges from. the Lower Silurian into 
the Upper.  Strophostylus cyclostolllZtS  is found  also  at \Valdron,  Indi-
ana.  P!a/.}·osfoma  Niagarense differs in size and expansion at the  ap-
erture  from. typical  specimens,  but  its  connection  with  theln  seems 
undoubted.  At any rate its  deviation frOIn the typical  forms  is  far 
less  than the val'.  tr(l5onostoma of Nleek, and all these fonns  are  typi-
cal of the Niagara. 
GENUS  CYCLONEMA,  Hall. 
I.  CYCLONEMA  HILIX,  Conrad  (sp.). 
Shell described from the Lower Silurian in Ohio Pal. Vol.  1. 
Locati/.}·  and posittim  Centreville  and  Soldiers'  Home  Quarries, 
frequent in the upper courses of the Clinton Group. 
GENUS  TROC'''HONE",rA'  co  It  H'J.  ,  .::'la  er. 
II.  TROCHONEl\IA  NANA,  sp.  tz. 
(Plate  -:YIJ7,  Fig.  16.) 
Shell  ohlong, the height  about twice the breadth, in the  specimen 
figured the carina being a  little m,ore prmninent than is there indicated. 
Volutions about three, increasing rapidly in size, the last disproportion-
ately  so, forming  the larger  bulk  of the  shell,  alrrlOst  equaling  two-
thirds the height.  Shell thin; it is im.possible to trace the suture line, OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  95 
but there is a  carina where the volutions may be supposed to meet, this 
carina  is distinctly grooved  along  the  latter half of the  last  volution 
where it  approaches  the  aperture  of the  shell;  above the carimL is  a 
low  shallow groove which  in the last volution spreads  so as  to  covel" 
the  entire volution.  Surface  sn1.ooth.  Shell probably in the  form  of 
a  cast. 
Height,  3  11.1.11.1..;  breadth,  1. 5  m111.;  height of aperture, .9 mm.  (?) 
breadth  of aperture,  .35  mm.  (?)  above,  narrowing  to  .23  mm.  (?) 
below.  The  l1.1eaSlnelnents  given  for  the  aperture  are  liable  to 
error,  although there  seem  to  be slight grooves and elevations at  the 
close of the last volution, which look like an elongated aperture. 
Locality and  position.  Beavertown marl, Huffman's Quarry, Clin-
ton Group.  (Name signifying dwarf.) 
GENUS  RAPHISTOMA,  Hall. 
III.  RAPHlSTOl>IA  AFFINIS,  sp.  11. 
(Plate XIV,  Fig.  I8.) 
Shell lenticular;  breadth a  little  more  than  twice the height;  con-
vexity moderate  above, equally so below;  volutions  varying from two 
and  a  half to  three  and a  half,  with a  moderate  slope  above, coinci-
dent  \vith that of the >;pire;  the last volution  sharply  carinate  around 
the  periphery,  convex below,  being more  so  at  the  umbilicus  into 
which  the  slope  is abrupt;  suture  distinct,  forming  a  small  groove 
between  the  volutions;  umbilicus  as wide as the  outer  volution;  the 
last volution becorning transversely rhomboidal,  the aperture itself  not 
being  preserved, the  breadth about  three  times the  height.  Surface 
apparently smooth. 
This  species is almost in every respect  identical  with forms of R. 
lenticularis as known to m.e  fron1- the Lower  Silurian  fornlations.  It 
is  however a  ll1uch  smaller  shell, with  less  numerous volutions,  and 
apparently a  distiGct form. 
Breadth  of largest  specimen,  7  111m.;  height,  301m.;  breadth of. 
the  end  of the  last  volution,  3  mm.;  height,  I.2  mm.;  aperture not 
preserved. 
Locality and positioJl.  Beavertown marl, Huffman's Quarry, Clinton 
Group.  (Name signifying related,  the shell being closely  allied to  the 
well known species, R.lenticularis.) I 
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GENUS PLEUROTOMARIA, .De France. 
IV.  PLEUROTOMARIA  INEXPECTANS,  Hall and TFht"ijield. 
Shell described in Ohio Pal.  VoL II. 
Localily alld position.  Iron  are  beds  of Clinton  County,  Clinton 
Group. 
GENUS  CYCLORA, Hall. 
V.  CYCLORA  ALTA,  sp.  n. 
(Plate XIV, Figs.  I7 a, b.) 
Shell very small, conoid subglobose  j  spire  varying  from  two-thirds 
to slightly more than the diameter of the last volution;  volutiol1s three 
or four, increasing in  size rapidly, hut evenly;  the last volution not 50 
disproportionate in size to the  rest of the  shell  as  compared with  the 
species  so  far  described j  suture  deep;  surface  smooth;  umbilicus 
small;  aperture circular. 
Height of largest specimen seen, 4 mm.;  breadth, 3.5 mIll.  Height 
of a  specimen of the  usual size,  2 mm.;  breadth,  2.75  lUlU.  From 
this varying to specimens only  I  mm. broad. 
This shell differs  from the species of Cyclora so far described in its 
greater size,  greater  elevation of the spire, . and  the. more  regular in-
crease  of  its  volutions.  Its  general  form  approaches  that  of the 
closely related genus Holopea.  Since the chief distinction,  however, 
of the  first  genus is its  diminutive  size, it may  be  safe  to  refer to it 
also the specimens here described. 
Locality ami  positioll.  Beavertown marl, Huffrnan's Quarry, Clinton 
Group;  not scarce  (Name  intended  to  suggest  the  height  of  the 
spire, as compared with other species of this genus.) 
GENUS  STROPHOSTYLUS, Hall. 
VI.  STROPHOSTYLUS  CYCLOSTOMUS,  Hall. 
(Plate XIV,  Fig.  IS.) 
Shell transversely  broad-oval.  Spire moderately  elevated;  volu-
tions in  the  specimen  figured,  three,  a  fourth  having  broken  away; 
the  last  volution by  Jar the .largest,  ventricose.  Aperture  not  fully 
exposed, oblique to the axis, subcircular. 
Surface marked:by shallow,{broad strire and  closer,  finer  striations 
crossing the volutions obliquely and in a  direction opposed to them. 
i 
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Diameter of volutions, measured in a  plane vertical to the shell and 
passing  through  the  aperture,  6,  17,  and  44  111m.;  elevation of  the 
second and third volutions less than half the last. 
The character and direction of the shell  aperture, the relative size 
and~ position of the volutions  seem to leave no doubt as to the identity 
of the specinlen, and will at the san"le  tin"le serve to distinguish it from 
any other species of gasteropod found in Ohio. 
Locality and  position.  Soldiers' Home Quarry, Clinton Group  .. 
GENUS  PLA  TYOSTOMA,  Conrad. 
VII.  PLATVOSTO:-IA  NIAGARENSE,  Hall. 
(Plate  XIII,  li'ig:~.  22 a, b; and Figs.  3  a, b.) 
Shell  ovoid,  volutions  three  to  four,  the  last  111uch  increased  in 
size, spire  elevated  above the plane of the  outcr volution,  about  one 
sixth of the heigh  t  of the shell. 
Apex minute, expanding symnlctrically as far as the outer volution, 
which  is ventricose, and SOl11ewhat  straightened at the aperture,  so  as 
not to maintain the curvature of the coil;  in one specimen marked on 
the upper and lower side by a  gtoove along which the strire are  abrupt~ 
ly bent;  perist01ne undulated.  < 
Surface marked by fine undulating strire  of growth, cancellated by 
finer revolving strire. 
The  specilnens referred here are smaller in size than typical  forms 
of this species fr0111  western localities,and they differ from them in the 
tendency  for  the last  volutipn to  lessen  its  rate of curvature and be-
come  SOl11ewhat  straightened as  it  approaches  the  aperture.  This 
straightened appearance  is in  part due  to the  slight expansion of the 
lip at the aperture.  Nevertheless these  variances  seem too slight  to 
give rise to  any separation from the  typical fonn under a  new specific 
naIne. 
Height  of shell,  2 I  mm.;  elevation  of the  first  three  volutions 
above  the  plane  of the  last,  J.2  11"lm.;  greatest  diameter  (passing 
through the aperture), 26 nU11.;  diameter vertical to the same, I7 mm.; 
diameter of the second and third coils,  2.6 and 7 mm. 
Localz'ty  and position.  Brown's  Quarry,  New  Carlisle,  Clinton 
Group, kindly loaned from the collections  of the Ohio State Universi-
ty, by Prof.  Edward Orton. 
In the Soldiers' l-Iome Quarries occur specimens which have usual~ BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
Iv been referred to H%pea, both by collectors and wtiters on geology. 
'i'hev  consist for the most part of the upper three,  or three and a  half 
voh;tions of a  shell which  seems identical "'ith the form just described. 
The character of the volutions  and surface striations are the same; the 
last  volution is also expanded  at  the  aperture, giving greater  dis·tinct-
ness  to the lip, and having the same straightening effect on the  curva-
ture of the shell at this point. 
In the New Carlisle specimens, however,  the upper side of the last 
third  of the last volution is flattened above  and quite evenly  rounded 
on  the sides, forming in this way a  line  of elevation along the  upper 
sirle of the  volution, where  the gradual  curvature of the sides  meets 
the flattened portion above.  In the  Soldiers'  I-lome specilnen which 
is  best preserved, there is no  flattening  along the upper plane  of this 
iast  volution,  but in::;tead.  there is  an even curvature  from. the  suture 
to the lower side, an elevation being th11S  formed at the umbilicus into 
which the side of the lower third of the volution bends abruptly. 
The  aperture  of  this  specimen,  therefore,  is  oblique  to  a  ver-
tical  diameter  of  the  shell,  whereas,  in  the  New  Carlisle  specI-
men::;  the  aperture  seems  to  have  its  g,·eatest  diameter  vertical 
to  the shell.  Other forms,  ho-wever,  occur at the Soldiers'  Home, 
among  which are some with  deep sutures  and less oblique  apertures; 
some  quite similar to the New Carlisle  specimens, but Il1uch  smaller; 
a  specimen with its coils arranged somewhat  like P. plebium,  but only 
half its  size  (Fig.  3  b_);  and a  specimen  varying to the opposite  ex-
treme,  with  ,the  last  volution  extremely- ventricose,  the  upper vo-
lution only moderately raised,  the part towards the aperture, however, 
being  lacking  (" Fig.  3a).  All  the  form.s  hom the  Soldiers'  Home 
differ from the New Carlisle specimens, however,  in  their sInaller size, 
the  New  Carlisle specimens differing in turn froni the  typical western . 
forms  chiefly  in  their  smaller  size.  All  these  Clinton  forms  differ 
from the western in the slight  expansion of the lip at the aperture  and 
the  straightened appearance  of the  volntions at this point,  the rate  of 
curvature decreasing_ 
Specimens  last  described,  at  Soldiers'  HOlne  Quarries,  Clinton 
Group_ 
(The variations here indicated will  be  carefully figured in the next 
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GENUS  BUCANIA,  HalL 
VIII.  BUCANIA  EXIGUA,  sp.  n. 
(Plate XIII, Figs. 18 a,  b,  c,  d.) 
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Nlllllber  of volutions not known,  the  last  alone visible, increasing 
rapidly  in size and expanding at  the  aperture;  the exact character  of 
the aperture not known frorn want of preservation, but is presumed to 
be similar to that of B. bilobatus.  The outer volution rounded on tbe 
dorsum  at its origin, a  rnesial  carina gradually developing toward  the 
aperture near which it hecon'les quite distinct, in some individuals,  de-
cidedly so.  From  this carina  the  sides slope evenly  to  the  umbili-
cus,  which  they enter with a  sudden  curve, forming a  low, indistinct, 
lateral carina, by the  increase  of curvature.  Umbilicus  apparently 
dosed, the last volution alone being visible in the specimens examined. 
Surface  of the cast srnooth,  traces of the original shell, however, seem. 
to remain in a  few spots, indicating a  system of strire curving from the 
mesial  carina obliquely backwards, these apparently crossed by  other 
striations.  The usual form of the cast, however, is smooth, the shell 
being entirely removed. 
:NIeasurements, on account of the iluperfect preservation of the shell 
towards the aperture, are of little vallIe, still the following' will serve to 
give a  general idea of the proportions of the shell.  Greatest  diame-
ter of the typical specimen (Plate XIII, Figs. a, b.), 9  mm.;  diameter 
. at  right  angles  to  . this,  6.2  mm.;  diameter . of  last  volution  at  the 
point where  it  becomes  visible, 3.5  mm.;  broadest  part  of volution 
preserved,  7 mm.  From this they vary in size froni specimens which 
become aln10st minute to some  having a  greatest diameter of  22  mm. 
Locality and pos#ion.  Beavertown lnarl,  Huffman's Quarry, Clin-
ton Group.  (Name signifying qll#e small.) 
GENUS  BELLEROPHON,  Montfort. 
IX.  BELLEROPHON  FiSCELLO-STRIATUS, sp.  n. 
(Plate  XIII,  Figs.  I9 a,  b,  c,  d.) 
Shell sub·discoid;  only the last volution known, increasing rapidly 
in size, being aln'lost four times as large at the aperture as at the  point 
where it first becomes visible;  the  increase in size is quite regular, ex-
cept near the aperture where there is a  moderate expansion of the vo-roo  IIULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
lution;  aperture  not distinctly preserved, but  apparently the  aperture 
was dorsally sinllate, the sinuation being-simple and broadly V-shaped; 
this, however, can not be conclusively deterr:nined.  Urll.bilicus quite 
large,;~ and  deeply  defined.  Dorsally  the  cui'vature  of  the  shell 
toward each  side is even and nloderate, laterally the curvature is  very 
sudden, the curvature of the sides  i11to  the um.bilicus equaling 01' even 
exceeding the, dorsal curvature of the  shell;  by this lueans the umbili-
cus  is deepened and the  sides of the  shell appear raised,  almost  cari-
nated towards the aperture. 
Surface  marked by fine  longitudinal  strire, of which thirteen  may 
be cotlnted  on  each side  of the  carina as far .as the beginning  of the 
umbilicus,  these  are  increased by  intercalations  with  the age  of the 
shell.  Transverse  strire in the  direction  of the  lines of growth, the 
strire  on  opposite  sides  of the  carina having  an angle  to  each  other 
equal to that which the sides of the sinus of the aperture seem to have. 
A  third,  less distinct system of strire, originating  at the carina, seems 
to make about the same angle with the  longitudinal stria:.'  as  the trans-
verse  stri;:e just described.  As a  result of all these striations, the  sur-
face of the shell is divided up into many luinute, m.any-sided polygons 
which  give the shell a  beautiful  appearance.  This is enhanced by  a 
low, distinct  carina, slightly  raised  at  the  sides  and  thus  becoming 
grooved.  Along  the  carina only  afew, indistinct, longitudinal  strire 
are  here  and  there  visible,  there  are  however  rnany  fine  t!'ansverse 
stri::e, bending backward into the groove of the carina. 
Greatest  diameter (extending  through  the aperture),  I I  Hun.;  di-
ameter transverse to this, 9  mm.  Diarneter of the last volution at  its 
beginning, 2.5 mm.;  at the aperture, the diam.eter passing-·through the 
dorsum is 5  Hl111.;  the  one transverse to this,  9  lUlU.  The width  of 
the carina, .4 to .5 mnl.  . 
LocaliTy alld  position.  Stolz's Quarry, Clinton Group. 
1. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
CRUSTACEA. 
Acidaspis -----, 
Bathyurus,  , 
Ill;:cnus  Daytonen~-;s, 
lVladisonianus, 
arubiguus, 
Calymene ----
Hall and YVhitfie1d. 
YVhitfie1d. 
n. sp. VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
X. 
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Calymene Blumcnbachii ? 
Lichas breviceps, 
ArioneUus? ----
Dalll1anites "\Vcrthneri, 
101 
Brongniart. 
HalL 
n. sp. 
The  trilobites  so far studied  seem  to be  either  identical  with, or 
closely  related to  Niagara  forms.  Hall and \Vhitfleld,  in  their  de-
scription of Illccnus Daytolletlsis, say that  "specirnens having the saIne 
features have been collected from the Niagara Group of \Visconsin and 
Illinois."  I. .l1:fadisonia1Zlts  is  found  in \Visconsin;  however,  I  am 
unwilling  to consider this as good evidence, since the identification  is 
based  upon  one  specin1en,  and  that,  the  pygidium..  I.  ambigltlls 
finds  a  close relation  in  I.  illsigm:~,  a  typical, western  Niagara  fossil. 
Lichas brevit:eps agrees quite closely in  all important characteristics, es-
pecially  those of the  pygidiul11,  with  described  forn1.s  of this  species 
from \Valdron,  Indiana.  .  Dalmallites  H 7ertllllcri is  closely  related  to 
D. vigl7atlS and D.  'l'errIlCOSltS,  also fron1.  the Niagara strata of Indiana. 
Of the  other  species  not  much  can be  said  in  the  present  state of 
knowledge concerning theIn. 
t;ENUS  ACIDASPIS,  Murchison. 
L  ACIDASPIS 
(Plate XIII,  Fig.  23.) 
A  fragment of a  trilobite belonging to this genus  has been  found, 
presenting chiefly the m.ovable cheek, but also portions of the glabella. 
Glabella  poorly  preserved;  including  the  occipital  regions  its 
breadth, as nearly as can be determined, is equal to about one third or 
two fifths its length,  the widest part being behind the middle, between 
the  eyes; lateral lobes apparently three  on each side, the  middle and 
posterior  lateral  lobes along one  side of the glabella  being  distinctly 
defined. in the specinl.cn,  the  third, anterior lobe, less  plainly, on  ac-
count  of the imperfect preservation  of the fossil at this  point.  Lat-
eral  lobes of an almost  oval  outline, directed  obliquely forward  and 
outward, the posteri.or one larger than the middle lobe, separated by a 
distinct furrow from the  cheeks and from themselves;  there is a broad 
groove between the lateral lobes and the glabella proper, in addition to 
"'"hieh the furrow between the middle and posterior lateral lobes and the 
occipital  furrow  rounding  behind  the  posterior  lateral  lobe  bend ]02  BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
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towards one another between the posterior lateral lobe and the glabella, 
which  they seenl to connect  by  means of the  raised  portion  left  he-
tween  them; this connection  is  not  altogether  destroyed  by  the  low 
gn)ove  which  separates  them.  The occipital  regions  curve  ,.;trongly 
downwards  towards  each  side,  behind  and  below  the  posterior 
lateral lobe, then slightly outward and fonvarcL  On this account the 
posterior margin of the glabella is considerably deflected on either side, 
beginning  a  considerable  distance  beneath  the surface  of the  lateral 
lobe  and fixed cheek, thence rising to  alrn.ostthe level of the  glabella 
and again descending on the other side,  being  gracefully undulated in 
this way_  The occipital ftllTOW extends frOUl  the lower part of the pos-
terior lateral lobe,  behind this lobe,  as  described above,  reaching a  lit-
tle  more than one third the distance  across the glabella.  The  slope 
of the  rear of the posterior  lateral  lobe to the occipital regIOns  below 
is almost verticaL 
Fixed  cheek divided  from the  movable cheek by a  furrow,  'l-vhich 
between  the  middle  lateral  lobe  and  the  anterior  lateral  lobe  ap-
proaches  closely  to  the  furrow  dividing  the  lateral  lobes  frOl1.1 
the  cheek;  thence  the  fOrIner  is  gradually  separated  fror11.  the 
latter  until  it  lneets  the  inner  margin  of  the  eye,  behind  which 
it  seems  to  curve  and  then  becOlne  indistinct.  Anteriorly  the 
fixed  cheek  slopes  rapidly  downward  and  forward,  posteriorly  it 
curves  far more rapidly dov,,-nwards,  incllrving a  little below, so that  a 
distinct  furrow seem.s to  separate  it from the. occipital  regions  of the 
glabella;  another  furrow,  starting at  the junction of the  glabella and 
tixed  cheek, curves around behind the  eye, separating the raised  por-
tion of the cheek between the eye and the glabella,  front the posterior 
luargin of the cheek. 
Eye not preserved, jlldging from indications they were 5rna11,  placed 
in a  line 'with the rear of the posterior lateral lobes  . 
.  Movable cheek grooved near the fixed cheek, the groove following 
the  direction  of th,,:  furrow  separating  the  cheeks;  that  part  of the 
1110vahle cheek between the groove and the furrO'w following the curva-
ture of the fixed  cheek.  l'rom this groove there is a  gradual  down-
ward  and outward curvature of the cheek,  the sante  being true of the 
porticHlS  ~lt the side of the eye.  Behind the eye, there is a  more sudden 
downward and backward curvature, the gl'oove above Inentionecl extend-
ing behind the raised region,.; about the eye near the posterior l1targin of 
tht.~  cheeks, spreading out and  becoming indistinct towards the  lateral OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  10'"  ,~ 
margin of the head.  The posterior  and lateral margins of the cheek 
are distinctly  raised so as to form  a  ridge  around the  cheek.  From 
the junction of the lateral  and posterior ridge  a  long, sharp spine  ex-
tends  altnost directly  backward, and a  little downward.  Along  the 
lateral ridge of tbe cheek are arranged  a  number of short spines about 
one  third  as  long  as  the  postel'o-lateral  spine.  The  lateral  spines 
curve  obliquely  backwards.  They  are  apparently  almost  equidis-
tant from each other and  decrease  in length anteriorly.  There  is  a 
lateral spine at the origin  of the  postero-lateral  spine,  [rom this point 
to a  point opposite to the groove between the middle and anterior dor-
sal furrow 10 spines rn.ay  more or less distinctly be discerned. 
The general curvature of the head is semi-circular from side to side, 
the  ~onvexity frml1  the anterior  portion  to  the posterior  of the  head 
being  far less, although  the exact  amount can not be  determined  on 
account  of the imperfect preservation of the rnidclle and anterior por-
tions of the glabella. 
Surface, wherever preserved, distinctly pustulose. 
Probable length of glabella, 14 mrn.;  breadth of the same, 19 111m.; 
height of the  middle part of the occipital  margin above its lateral  ex-
tremities,  5 111m.;  length  of the lateral spines,  2.5  nun.;  length  of the 
postero-Iateral  spine, 7  mm.  Height  of  the  preserved  part  of the 
glabella above the rnargins of the head,  10-1  I  nUll..  Probable width 
of the entire head,  25 111m. 
Localit:J'  a1ld position.  John Brown's  Quarry, New  Carlisle,  Ohio, 
from the collection of the Ohio State University, kindly loaned by Prof. 
Edward Orton. 
GENUS  BATHYURUS,  Billings. 
II.  BATHvuRUs ----. 
(Plate  XIV,  Ftg:  5.) 
Only a single fragrnent known, ·whose relation to this genus is rather 
conjectural. 
Glabella conical,  convex, distinctly defined  anteriorly and laterally 
by a  continuous quite deep  furrow.  Posteriorly a  s111:<11  oval, ahnost 
triangular tubercle  is inserted between  the occipital  furrow  and  both 
of the postero-Iateral extremities of the glabella;  owing to these tubercles 
the  outline  of this  portion of the  head (the  regions  of the  glabella) 
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hind them.  I1weting- the occipital funow at a  considerable angle,  within 
a  line  din:cth:  bei~ind  the  postern-lateral extrernities  of the  glabella 
proper.  U(;rs~ll  flllTO\\- well  defined,  running hehind the  tubercle;;, 
forward to a  point altnost even with the anterior 111.argin of the tubercle, 
then  hack again on the other side.  Posterior  n1argin of the regions 
of the glabella an almost straight line running just behind the posterior 
I.:mb  of  the  tubercles.  Glabella  proper  indistinctly  marked  by 
faint grooves.  One of these grooves  cuts off fr0l11 the postero-Iateral 
extremities  of  the glabella. parts  sOll1ewhat  larger than the  tubercle:>. 
A  second  groove  (also  din:ctecl  obliquely  fonnud, but at  a  sn"1aller 
angle)  is placed a  little  anterior to the middle of the glabella, and ex· 
tends  about one third of the  distance  across the  glabella.  .t\.nterior 
to this are one or two additional grooves, IHore faint,  and also directed 
ohlicttle1y  forwards,  at a  slightly  greater  angle than the last.  All  of 
these grooves are visible only after careful exau1ination. 
The  anterior 111argin of the head  em-Yes q Hite rapidly  down  wards, 
so  that the general shape  of the  preserved  parts of the head is  even 
nlore convex  anteriorly than laterally or posteriorly.  Anterior  Inar-
gin separated fr0111  the ri111  by a  sort of furrow,  frolTt  \vhieh the narrow 
rill1 rises up at an angle of about -I-S  degrees.  The rim lies in a  broad 
curve, passing within a  ,:;hort distance  of the groove defining the ante-
rior portion of the glabella.  The facial sutures begin at the rim on a 
line about even  with the  lateral  m,ugins  of the  tubercles,  thence  ex-
tending inwards with a  slo\',' curvature, approaching within a  very short 
distance of glabella behind its  middle, and then apparently extending 
outwards  \vhere the outline  is lost  fron1  -',vant  of preservation  of the 
fi,ssi!.  The  antero·lateral  extl'emities  of  the  margin  are  therefore 
almost rectangularly pail1ted. 
Length  of the glabella to the occipital  furrow,  7  111m.;  to the  pos-
terior Inargin, 8.2 11"1111.;  frorn the posterior Inargin to the anterior rin1, 
10 nUll.  Breadth of the glabella at its l11iddle,  6.2 nun.;  at its poste-
rior,  0·9  111111.:  across the  tubercles,  7. -I- lUlU.  Distance between the 
tubercles,  -+  mm.  Length of the anterior rim,  about 7.8 nlln. 
Lacalily aml  positioll.  Soldiers' HOlne Quarry,  Clinton Group. 
GENUS ILL.'ENUS, Dalman. 
III.  Hall and  lVhitjield. 
(Plate  XIl'~ FI:>;s.  -+  a, b:  Fig.  6;  Fig'S.  7 a, b, c) 
Species described by HaH and \Vhitfield in Ohio Pal. Vol. II. OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
Fixed cheeks  one-third as  wide  as  the  space  between  the dorsal 
furrows.  Palpebral  lobes  not  coming to as sharp a  point as  figured 
in  the  Ohio  report,  but  apparently  a  little  rounded at their  ends. 
Postero-Iateral lirnb of the glabella beginning with a sn1.all groove at the 
base of the dorsal  furrow  which  gradually  widens  towards the suture 
line,  where it extends from the  palpebral lobe to the  occipital  margin. 
Posterior portion of the facial suture curves outward fr011.1.  the posterior 
of the  palpebral  lobe,  cutting the  occipital margin  at,  or  slightly 
beyond a  line vertical to it and drawn from the most prominent part of 
the palpebral lobe. 
Anterior margin of the pygidium trilobate, the middle lobe project-
ing a  little,  the  lateral  ones  slightly  curved at  first,  almost  straight, 
then bending strongly and obliquely backwards,  more or less  angular 
at this point;  then curving  around and after a  slightly  angular  deflec-
tion coalescing with the lateral  n1.argin.  Antero-lateral  angles  never 
so prominent as those figured in the Ohio Report,  although  somewhat 
approaching them in this  feature. 
Movable  cheeks  small,  greatest  elevation  at the  upper  posterior 
margin, l1.1.aking a  large sweeping  curve as it passes  fr011.1.  the  posterior 
to the lower or lateral margin.  The facial  suture  before the eye mak-
ing an  angle of 30 degrees  with  the  lateral  line.  Since  this  suture 
line agrees "\vith the corresponding part of the glabella, these separated 
cheeks have been referred here. 
Glabellae,  pygidia,  and  nlOvable  cheeks so far not  found in con-
nection.  The,  association  of the  glabellae  and  p'ygidia  may be con-
sidered  certain from  their  relative  frequency and similarity to nearly 
related species.  The cheeks are more conject1.1ral in their relationship, 
although tolerably certain f1'01'11.  their form. 
Smallest glabella,  9X1 I  11.1.11.1..  One of larger size, 40 nun  broad at 
the palpebral  lobes, 30 111m.  long,  13 mm.  high.  Smallest pygidium, 
4xS m11.1..  One  of larger  size,  34 nun. broad,  25  11.1.m.  long,s nun. 
high.  1VIovable  cheeks  7-8  mm.  broad,  12  11.1.m.  long to  the  point 
where it disappears  beneath the glabella.  Eyes two m11.1..  long in the 
small specimens found. 
Locality and  position.  Soldiers' I-Iome, Fair Haven, Preble county, 
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IV.  ILL:ENUS  MADISONIANUS,  lVllitfteld. 
(Plate  XIr~ p'igs.  I  a,  b,.  Fz:£;:>.  z  a,  b.) 
Pvg;idimn paraboloid in outline, its anterior ITl'lrgin arching strongly 
f()n\';r~l in the middle, and its surf;:tce very  convex.  Lateral  rnargin 
spreading, form.jng a  broad shallow furrow around the sides and behind, 
just within the edge;  anteriorly this fUlTo\v  extends up the articulating 
slope or facett  of the  pygidium,  leaving it at  about  half the  distance 
from. the top of the anterior margin.  Anterior luargin with a rounded 
ungrooved edge, its corners just  without the lateral  furrows  deAected 
downwards and  tiJrwards.  A  narrow  [:lint  ridge  running  frOlTl  the 
posterior  edge, half way up the pygidium..  Entire  surface  minutely 
punctate  with  small  pits  . [  mm. in c1imneter,  these interspersed with 
others of still sm.aller size  . 
.  Length, 30 mm  .. ;  breadth,  38111111.;  height 14 n1111.; extension of the 
anterior  n1argin  forward  beyond a  line  connecting  the  antero-Iateral 
extremitIes,  9  111m.  At  the  111iddle  of this line is found  the  greatest 
elevation of the pygidium. 
Our specimen is less  abrupt at the  sides  than  the one  figured  by 
\Vhitfield and has a  smaller  elevation  along its  posterior  portion,  bllt 
the general characters agree very closely with the published description 
and figures of the original.  The recurvec1  spreading  Inargin seems to 
distinguish it from I. insl;!.{u/I' of Hall, the nearest related species. 
Localityamlposition.  Clinton C-;'roup,  Huffillan's Quarry. 
Another  individual  from the  Soldiers'  Home  Quarries  is  propOl--
tionately  broader, more  depressed,  less  extended anteriorly, and  pro· 
vided at  the  anterior  margin  with  a  groove.  Otherwise  it  agrees 
closely with the above form. 
V.  I LLcENUS  A:\lBIUUUS,  sp.  Ii. 
(Plate  .XIT'~ Figs.  9  IE,  b;  Fig:;,-_  10 a,  b, c;  .Fi:r;.  I!,) 
Glabella regularly arcuate fr'on1  front to base;  anterior  horder with 
the  margin  neatly  rounded.  Occipital  furrow  well  defined,  with [L 
faint upward extension at its middle,  barely  visible,  within  which is a 
minute granule,  which can readily be recognized on wetting the speci-
mens.  Extending  towards  the  anterior  margin  fr0111  this part is an 
indistii";.ct ridge, which can  be  recognized  only  with  difficulty,  except 
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This corresponds to a  much  more  evident (although narrow) ridge, on 
the pygidium associated with these glabellae.  In the occipital furrow 
at about  two-thirds  the  distance of its postero-Iateral  Il1argin  from the 
granule  is  a  deep,  very  distinct  pit  becoming  shallow  in  older 
5pecimens. 
From  this  the  dorsal  furrow  extends  inwards  as  a  deep  groove 
forming a  broad, oval depression opposite the palpebral lobe, thence it 
extends  as a  shallow  groove,  rapidly  becoming  indistinct, in an out-
ward  direction,  terrninating in a  sInall pit, which  can be easily  recog-
nized even in specirn.ens which do not show the connecting part of the 
groove distinctly, as is usually the  case.  This  pit contains a  minute 
granule.  It is  situated  at  two~thirds the  distance  of the  anterior 
margin frOIn  the palpebral lobe.  Half' way  between  this pit and the 
anterior m.argin is a  Tn.inute granule,  easily visible on wetting the speci-
men.  vVidest part of the glabella lies  between  the  palpebral  lobes, 
anterior  to  which  it  becornes narrower  and  again  widens  reaching 
almost the smne width at a  point just behind the  junction of the facial 
suture  with the anterior  Inargin.  Facial  suture  extending  from.  the 
edge with a  distinct ontward curvature to a  point  opposite the terminal 
pit of the  dorsal  furrow  where  it  makes a  rapid  curve  inwards to its 
junction with the anterior  margin, in which the  facial  suture  seems to 
terminate without any break.  Palpebral lobe rounded.  Facial suture 
behind  the palpebral lobe starts fro111.  the posterior  incurved extremity 
of each eye, and curves  rapidly outward,  cutting the margin  directly 
behind or a  slight distance beyond a  vertical line drawn from the most 
prominent part of the palpebral lobe to the  occipital  line.  Greatest 
elevation of the glabella lies between the palpebral lobes. 
Pygidium semi-circular in outline,  becoming  slightly  paraboloid in 
larger specimens, with ~ narro,v  n:lOre or less  strongly  marked  ridge. 
Ridge  extending  frorn.  the  posterior  margin  upwards,  usually  not 
reaching the rniddle of the  pygidimTl.  It can  always be recognized. 
Along  the  anterior  luargin  lies a  groove,  which  is sOlnewhat  straight 
along its rniddle third, a  small inward curvature near the middle, being 
very slight, aids in this appearance.  At either side the groove makes 
a  short  curve  inwards,  and  then  outwards,  approaching  the  lateral 
margin, along  which it extends for a  short  distance, rapidly  becoming 
obsolete.  The deflection of the antero-lateral border  causes a  raised, 
ridge-like eluinence to remain between it and the alltero-lateral portion 
of the marginal groove.  Pygidium flattish  along the upper  anterior 108  BULLETIN  OF  THIi:  LAnORA'l'ORIES 
surface;  grea.test  elevation at one-third the distance  fronl the posterior 
margin,  from  this  point rapidly  curving  downwards to the  posterior 
margin, less rapidly towards the side and anterior portion. 
Movable  checks  broadest at the posterior  end of the  eyes,  with a 
deep-rounded furrow around the base of the eye.  In large specimens 
rounded  above.  The  facial  suture  inclining at an  angle  of  sixty 
degrees to the  lateral margin in front and rneeting it at an angle behind 
which might be called a  right angle, with the vertex rounded.  It has 
also  quite a  sharp  edge along  its  posterior  m.argin,  where  the  cheek 
makes a  curve beneath the glabella.  Since the angle made by the fa-
cial suture  anterior to the eye corresponds to  that l11ade by the  suture 
anterior to the palpebral lobe in the glabella,  the cheeks are'  associated 
'with this species.  Eyes placed  almost  parallel  with  the  upper  part 
of the  Inovable  cheeks,  lunate,  fonning  about  one-third of  a  circle. 
Lenses minute, about I7 to a  millimeter.  In the speciulen exan1illed 
they were only £'lirly preserved but there  were  about 20 in the vertical 
rows and perhaps I2S in the horizontal ones. 
Glabellae,  pygidia and lllovable  cheeks so far not found in connec-
tion.  The association of the glabellae and pygidia may be considered 
tolerably  certain from the great  abundance of both as c01Tlpared  with 
those of I. Da)'tll71eJtsis, the only other species found here in abundance. 
The association of the movable  cheeks  with these  [01"1115  is nlore  con-
jectural. 
Smallest glabella,  8XIO mm.  Ordinary  sized  specimen, 38 mm. 
broad across the palpebral lobes; 35 mm. across the anterior pits of the 
dorsal  furrows.  Direct  length of glabella  from  anterior to occipital 
margins, 23 rnm.; fr0111  anterior n:targin to a line drawn fr0111 the occipital 
margin perpendicular to the plane of the lateral margin, 20 rn111.;  height, 
14 mm.  A  fe,,,  large forms  have been  found  which I  refer  to this 
species.  The largest and most  perfect of these is in the collection of 
Ira Crawford.  It HlCaSllres  Go  111m.  across  the  palpebral  lobes  and 
S4  111m.  in  a  direct  line  from  the  anterior  to  the occipital  m.argin; 
height, 30 mm.  Smallest pygidium 10XI3 mm.  Ordinary sized speci-
nlen,  29 111m.  hroad at the  antero-lateral  111argins;  24 11111'1.  frOll1  pos-
terior to articulating  margin;  8  111m.  high.  A  single  large  pygidium 
referred  here measures S2  mm. in width;  44 nuu. in length;  I6 nl1n. 
in  height.  l\lovable  cheeks,  large  specimen,  length,  3 I  mm.; 
breadth,  20 mm.;  length of eye, 7 I11I11.  Smaller specimens:propor-
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Usually in the  fonTi of casts,  surface  where  preserved  apparently 
striated concentrically, at least around the edges, and dotted with small, 
shallow pits. 
Locality and  position.  Soldiers' Home and vicinity.  Clinton Group. 
Almndant. 
GENUS  CALYMENE,  Brongniart. 
VI.  CALYMENE 
(Plate XIII, Fig.  24.) 
Portions  only of the head found,  as fragments;  the figure partly  a 
restoration  effected by a  c01uparison. of numerous fragmentary  speci-
mens.  A  fuller description will be  given in the next paper if better 
material be found. 
Glabella  more  prom.incnt  than the  cheeks, very  strongly  defined 
fr01Tl  them. by a  deep, flat, longitudinal depression, which extends from 
the tip of the  middle lateral lobe  forward,  fonning an alrnost  straight 
line along the line of separation frorn the fixed cheek, and terminating 
near the anterior end of the  glabella, the side to'wards the fixed cheek 
being s01uewhat  pointed.  A  similar  depression  behind  the  middle 
lateral lobes separates the posterior 10bes fr01Tl  the surrounding portions 
of the head, its curvature being about  that of the margins of the pos-
terior  lobes.  The anterior harder of the head is broad  andjlat, and 
directed upwards,  with no arching along the middle as in specimens of 
C'alymene  Mag-annsis..  The  anterior  rim  of this  border has a  slow 
curvature, appearing rnore like  a  straight line in sonle specimens  than 
any  species I  anl  acquainted  with.  In  other  speciInens,  however, 
there  is a  somewhat greater curvature  to the anterior  rim.  The  fa-
cial sutures beginning with  a  slight outward curve for a  small  distance 
become  almost parallel to each  other as far as the eyes (which I  now 
believe  are incorrectly  indicated in the drawing).  Occipital  furrow 
and  as luuch  of the fixed cheeks as is preserved, seem. similar to  the 
corresponding regions of  C.  Niaganmsis. 
l\'leasurenlents are not given, on  account of the unsatisfactory con-
dition of the  specinlens.  The  figure is based upon a  specimen  pre-
serving the glabella, anterior border  and portions of the fixed cheeks, 
(all of the cheek anterior to the middle lateral lobe on one side of the 
glabella.)  The rest of the  figure is the result of cornparison.  The 
description  is given In.ainly to note  the existence of a  form which  has ITO  BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
a  bn1tld,j7flt,  ,7J/,','!"lilr  ,'aTtlrr,  1i1lfh  NO  an~llilll:; Zil the middle, and 'with  al-
most parallelfizeial.wtllll·,I' aJlterior to the eyes.  It will be made the ob-
ject of future study. 
Loarlity  llwl pasiti(lll..  Soldiers'  H')me  Quarries,  Clinton  G-roup; 
not rare. 
VI r.  CALYMENE  BLUMENBACHH?  TIrongniart. 
(Plate  XIII,  Fig.  25.) 
General form broadly oblong. 
Cephalic shield  short and  broad, the  width  twice  as gre,:lt as  the 
length.  Glabella  quite  prominent, projecting  above  the rest  of the 
head;  its general form. including the lateral lobes, conical, widest across 
the posterior lobes.  the width at this point slightly ITlOre  than its length 
excluding  the  occipital  ring, and  only four-fifths  its  length including 
the sarne.  Glabella  supplied with three  more  or  less distinct  lob'es 
laterally, the posterior lobes large and prominent, equal in elevation to 
the glabella between them, although  they seem. to rise above it,  on ac-
count  of  its  downward  slope  posteriorly;  the  middle  pair  of lobes 
about half their size, the anterior pair  small,  indistinct.  The n1.iddle 
and posterior JJ:lin; of lobes separa~ed from themselves by deep grooves, 
from  the glabella by groo\'es  becoming shallow  at the  point  of union 
of the lo!)e:; with the gb.hdla, and  from  the cheeks by grooves of less 
depth,  becoming  shallow at the middle  lobe j  a  slight groove  anterior 
to the occipital furrow connects the deepened gr?oves extending along 
the  anterior  edge of the  posterior  lobes.  The  anterior  part of the 
glabella  lJuite  regularly  rounded.  The  curvature  of  the  glabella 
towards each  side much larger than  along its  length,  the latter  being 
almost  regular along  the  middle  of the  glabella.  Occipital  furrow 
very  distinct, arched  f()rward  along  the centre, curving  forward  also 
at  each sid""  around the posterior  lobe;  the posterior edge  following 
about  the dircc:tioll of the  occipital furrow.  Anterior border  of the 
head tiJnning a  broad and even curve about the head, the border fair-
b' bn'tld, jlert.  turNed a  little "piclard.  not arclled in the  IIllddle,  s0111ewhat 
like the speci·:s last described.  Facial  suture beginning with a  slight 
outward cun'ature at  its very origin,  then  a  gradual inward  curvature 
as  t~ir as the eye, then  it  curves around the eye, and  posteriorly to  it 
takes  an  almost  lateral  direction  as  far  as  the  edge  of the  ele-
vated  regions  of  the  head,  along  this  edge  it  is  directed  to  the -
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postero-lateral  edge'  of  the  head.  Palpebral  lobe  fairly  prom-
inent.  Fixed  cheeks  provided  'with  a  very  deep  and  broad  fur-
roW  close to the  posterior nlargin,  following  its direction.  :Movable 
cheeks  with  thick,  rounded  lateral  margins,  defined  by  a  distinct, 
rounded,  lateral  furrow,  above  which  the  remaining  portion  of the 
cheek  is decidedly elevated.  The cnrvature of the anterior and  lat-
eral margins of the head is quite regular,  with the exception of a  slight 
more or less evident inward curvature  just behind the origin of the fa-
cial suture. 
Thorax  not  entirely  preserved,  the  nnrnber  of  articulations  not 
known.  Central  lobe of the articul1tions  elevated above the  lateral 
lobes, luore arched tlian the lateral lobes, separated from them by a  dis-
tinct longitudinal fniTow.  Segment oj  the middle lobe arched forward 
along  the  middle, also bent  a  little  forward at the  si.des,  where  they 
show a  low,  nodal thickening.  The grooves  separating the segments 
deeper at the sides,  leaving a sort of axis along the centre of the middle 
lobe.  The articulations of the lateral lobes extend laterally for a short 
distance and then are deflected posteriorly to their ends.  A  longitudi-
nal furrow extends along each articulation dividing off its anterior part 
by  a  deeper and broader furrow than  that which separates the  articu-
lations from each other. 
\Vidth of the head, about 64 rn.m.;  length, 30 nnn.  \Vidth of the 
glabella across the  posterior  lobes,  2  I  m111.;  length, not  including the 
neck  segm.ent,  I9  11.1111.;  including the same,  2+ nlm.  Distance  be-
tween the points of union of the  facial sutures and the lateral margins, 
19 mlu.;  forward extension of the  anterior border,  6.S mm.  Proba-
ble length of the entire specimen,  lOS luni. 
Locality  and POS£tiOlZ.  Allen's  Quarry, Clinton  Group, in the  up-
per  shaly  course.  The  specim.en  crumbled  pa.rtially  away  on  re-
moval. 
Fragtuents of glabellae and  surrounding portions belonging to this 
species are found at the Soldiers'  HOll1e Quarries,  also near the top of 
the  group, in the  upper  shaly courses.  AssociJ.ted  with  these  are 
pygidia, which seen1. to belong to this  speci.es, the  connection is, how-
ever, rather  conjectural than otherwise. 
Pygidil1m wider than long,  the pOf;terior edge  nuki.ng a  very broad 
curve,  almost straight along  the  mi.ddle.  The anterior  and  lateral 
margins  as  far  as  preserved having  an  almost  semi-circular  outline. 
Midclk lobe rapidly tapering posteriorly, scgl11cntsabout eight,  the tip 112  BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
of the lobe (for an extent  corresponding  to  about  two  segments) not 
di\-ided, rounded  posteriorly,  the segrnents nearest  the thorax  similar 
to the segments there found,  The more posterior segments have their 
end" cun-ed  decidedly  backward,  so  as  to  follow  the  general  semi· 
circular arrangement of the articulations of the lateral lobes_  Lateral 
lobe,; divided  from  the  mesial  lobe by a  distinct,  quite deep  furrow, 
broadening  posteriorly.  Articulations  about  six.  The  anterior 
articulations  together with the segments of the  m.esial  lobe  forming a 
semi.circular curve.  The posterior  articulations  beCOll1e less  curved 
anel take a  more decidedly backward direction.  The  last pair of ar· 
ticulations  in  this  wav  become  almost  parallel  to  one another  and 
together with the  posterior  edge of the  pygidiml1  form a  sort of  Lox 
into  which  the  unsegmented portion of the rnesial  lobe  enters  from 
above.  The  articulations  of the  lateral  lobes  are  furrowed  above 
along  the  middle,  the furrows  extending  almost  to  the  edge  of  the 
pygidium. 
Surface of the pygidia, and the  head and thorax described  above, 
finely granulated. 
,Vidth ofpygidium, 37 mIll_; length, 25 nun  ..  ; width ofthe anterior end 
of the  mesial  lobe,  15  m111_;  width at  the  beginning of the  unseg-
mented posterior portion, 6  111n1. 
Locali"-J' ami  positioll.  Allen's and Soldiers' Home  Quarries, in the 
upper, shaly courses of the Clinton Group. 
GENUS  LICHAS,  Dalman. 
VIII.  LICHAS  BREVICEPS,  Hall. 
(PI'lte XIII, Figs_  26 a, b,  c,  d.) 
Glabella  (Fig. 26 b) of one specimen  con vex.  The  middle  lobe 
rounded in front, on each side suddenly and deeply inqu'ved by the in-
troduction  of two  lateral  lobes,  the  sides  almost  parallel  for  a  short 
distance posteriorly,  then curving for a short distance outwards so as to 
meet the occipital furrow;  at the point where the last curvature  begins 
the posterior part of the lobe is 2.5  mm  ..  brqad, along  the occipital fur-
row,  5  mm.;  the  width  of the  lobe  is  exactly  equal  to  its  length. 
Lateral  lobes  sub-reniform.  almost  twice  as  long  as wide,  separated 
from  the  middle  lohe' by sharp grooves  evenly  curved except at the 
posterior end where the expansion of the posterior  end of the  nliddle 
lohe  causes  a  slight irregularity  of  curvature j  anteriorly  the latentl OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY.  II3 
edges of the lateral  lobes  continue  the  curvature of the anterior edge 
of the middle lobe, then they Iuake a  slow broad inward curvature, the 
posterior edge of the lobes being bounded by a groove continuing that 
part  of  the  occipital  furrow  extending  beneath  the  middle  lohe. 
'Vithin  the  inward  curve of  each  reniforlTl  lateral lobe lies  another 
lobe  which  I  shall  here call  the  postero-lateral  lobe.  Postero-Iateral 
lobe  separated  froIn  the  lateral  lobe  by a  sharp  groove, its posterior 
edge  is  defined  by  a  continuation  of the  groove  behind  the lateral 
lobes,  directed a  little backwards, however;  fronl the palpebral lobe it 
is separated by a  distinct  groove curved outward and then inward, the 
curve disposed to be angular at its middle.  Palpebral lobe preserved 
only  anteriorly,  its  outer  lateral  edge  elevated above  the  inner, the 
whole  palpebral  lobe  having  evidently  been  elevated  along its outer 
surface.  Postero-Iateral tubercles transversely  oblong lanceolate,  in-
serted beneath the lateral and postero.lateral lobes, posteriorly they are 
bounded by  the  occipital  furrd\\'  which bends  somewhat backwards 
from  the  postero-Iateral edges  of  the middle  lobe  so  as  to  define 
the edges of the tubercles.  The posterior  edge of the neck segment 
has a  very  slight  forward  curvature  towards  the"lmiddle.  Anterior 
margin of the head narrow.  Surface itregularly pustulose. 
'Vidth across the widest part of the Iniddle  lobes,  8.6 mm.;  acros!'; 
the lateral lobes, 9.5  Innl.;  across the postero-lateral lobes,  11.5 1um.; 
across  the  postero-lateral  tubercles,  8  m111..  Distance  between  the 
tubercles,  4  mm.  Length of the middle lobe, 8.6;  including the neck 
segment,  10 111.m.  Stolz's quarry. 
Another  glabella .  show!';  only  rniddle,  lateral,  postero-Iateral  and 
palpebral lobes,  with  only a  little of the neck  segment  nearest to the 
occipital lobe.  It agrees with the foregoing specimen in all particulars 
as far as can. be ;-;een,  except in the existence of a low groove across the 
posterior  end of the  rn.iddle  lobe  where it begins to take  an  outward 
curvature.  This  groove  is  parallel  with  the  occipital  furrow  just 
behind it.  The  palpebral lobe is also  better  preserved  and shows a 
regularly  rounded  outer  edge,  the  surface  elevated  along  the  outer 
margin.  Surface of the glabella irregularly pustulose.  John Brown's 
Quarry,  /  New Carlisle.  Specimen  almost twice the size of the last. 
~  . 
A  third specimen (Fig.  26 a) differs  widely fi'om)he two above m 
some  things.  It is  far  more  convex,  and  proportionately  wider. 
The grooves  about the glabella. and the lobes  into  which it is divided 
also  differ  Hlaterially,  more so than  the  figure  intima~~s, hllt a  funer BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
description will be deferred until  more  and  better  Inaterial is at hand 
for accurate description.  Stolz's Quarry. 
Pygidium,  general  form  semi-elliptical,  quite  straight  along  the 
anterior border, rapidly curved at its antero-Iateral extremities.  Axial 
lobe  broad and strong,  very  prominent in the  anterior  part,  rapidly 
narrowing and becoming  low in the m.iddle,  and  again  wideni11g pos-
teriorly, but not  equaling its anterior  width;  its width at the  anterior 
margin  one  third  the  ,,,idth of  the  pygidium;  one  distinct  anterior 
annulation,  with  apparently a  faint  indication of a  second.  Lateral 
lohe with three  segments on each side, and each 111al'ked by a  distinct, 
longitudinal furrow along its middle.  A t  their posterior  side the two 
anterior lobes project a  little  beyond the margin of the  pygidiul11,  the 
rest of the outline being regularly  rounded.  The  two  anterior  seg-
ments directed  backwards, the posterior  segment bent first a  little out-
ward then backward,  filling up the outline along the contracted middle 
of the  axial  lobe.  Under  the  exterior crust  of the  pygidium  are  a 
series of lamellose striations  following the posterior and lateral outline 
of the pygidium and reaching  ahout  one-third  the  length of the pygi-
ditlm towards the centre.  Surface  pustlllose as in the first  descrihed 
glahella: having been found in the same piece of rock,  it is supposed to 
he the pygidium of this species. 
I.ength  of the  pygidium,  I7 nUll.;  width,  24 nnn.  \Vidth of the 
axial lobe  anteriorly, 8  mm.:  along the contracted  portion,  4  I11In.;  at 
its greatest  expansion  posteriorly,  abollt  6.5  nun.  Stolz's  Quarry. 
Other pygidia presenting the same features fonnd here. 
Localit.y alld  POSitifJll.  Stolz's  Quarry,  both glabellae  and  pygidia; 
John  Brown's  Quarry,  New  Carlisle, a  glabella,  kindly  loaned  from 
the collection of the ()hio State  lJniversilY,  by  Prof.  Edward  Orton. 
('linton Group. 
(;ENTS  ARIONELLUS,  Barrande. 
rx.  ARIONELLFS 
(Piait' XI  V,  Fig.  3.) 
It would be  difficult to tell Why  the l:ipecies  here  described should 
be plac('d under the genedc name above mentioned, differing, as it does, OF  DENISON  UNIVERSITY. 
in almost every important characteristic;  nevertheless in some respects 
it seemed to me to he as closely related to  this genus as to  any  other, 
and  until  further  study  lnay lead Ine to a  Inore definite result,  I  con-
cluded to leave it here: 
Glabella very convex towards the anterior margin, which is rounded; 
less convex laterally;  separated frorn the cheeks by ahnost straight fur-
rows, converging  behind  to  about  four sevenths the width  of the gla-
hell  a at its broadest part.  At about  half the  length  of the glabella, 
on each side, are two grooves.  The rniddle pair are broadly crescent 
shaped, the points directed downward,  distant frorn one another about 
two fifths the width of the glabella at that point,  their general direction 
being lateral;  they do  not quite  reach  the  lateral  Inargins, however. 
Fron1. the ends of these,  a  second pair of crescent shaped grooves ex-
tend forward and laterally, reaching the fUlTo,vs which define the later-
al sides of the  glabella.  The  second  pair  does  not merge  into  the 
flrst at their adjacent extremities.  Behind these grooves a  third pair, 
distant from each other about  two  fifths  the  width  of the glabella at 
that point, cut off about  one  third  of the  lmver  half of the  glabella; 
they are directed obliquely backwards, at an  angle of about sixty  de-
grees with a  line extending  lengthwise along the glabella;  their cm'va-
ture is first a  little  backwards, then more  laterally,  then  a  little  back-
wards again, n1.aking a  gracefully undulated curve which does not quite 
reach the lateral margin of the glabella;  a  fourth pair of grooves, cut-
ting off the last third of  the lower half of the glabella, is similar to this pair. 
The occipital furrow is scarcely preserved but seems to have been regu-
larly curved,  the middle of the curve being directed forward. 
Fixed cheeks, at least as far as preserved, highest anteriorly, where 
their convexity is also the greatest.  The front margin beginning just 
behind the first  pair of grooves on the glabella is  curved postero-Iater-
ally, then backward and slightly inward, lastly, again  postero-Iaterally 
to the postero-Iateral corner of the cheek.  The  occipital  furrow ex-
tends laterany  along the posterior border of  the  cheek  near the mar-
gin as a  deep furrow.  Surface smooth. 
Length of the  glabella, 4- I  n1.11.1..;  width  at  the broadest· part,  4. I 
mm.;  at  th(:;  narrowed  posterior  extren1.ity,  2.4  mn1..;  width of that 
part of the head i.ncluded between  the  postero-Iateral  corners  of  the 
fixed cheeks,S.  4  nl11.1..;  length of the fixed cheeks,  2.2 111m. 
LocaHt:y and  pOS#£011-.  Soldier:;' Horne Quarry,  Clinton Group. BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORIES 
CENUS  DALi\[ANITES.  Emmrich. 
X.  DALMANITES  \VERTHNERI,  sp.  tl. 
General form of the body elongate-oyate, greatest breadth across the 
posterior part of the cephalic shield. 
Head convex, semi-circular, breadth  about  five-thirds  as  great as 
the  length;  border  extended  in  front  into  a  setni-circular  process, 
which  varies from forms in  which  it  is  scarcely  evident,  to  those  in 
which  it equals ahout two·fifths  of the breadth of the anterior  border 
in its projection beyond the curve of the border itself, never as distinct 
as in D. rJigillllls;  base about one-fourth as broad as the greatest width 
of the glabella, or even less;  lateral borders broad, separated from the 
cheeks by a  distinct groove, produced  posteriorly into rather long and 
slender  curving  spines, which  continue  the  curvature of the  lateral 
borders of the glahella. 
Glabella large, depressed convex, widening)n front to almost twice 
its  width at the posterior margin, divided  into  lobes by three pairs  of 
transverse furrows in addition to the  occipital furrmy,  which is distinct 
and  continuous.  All  three  fnrrows  distinct  at  the  sides,  not 
extending  entirely  across  the  glabella.  except  in  sonle  specirnens  as 
a  faint depre;;sion.  Anterior  furrows deeper,  situated a  little  anteri·· 
or to the  eyes,  giving to the  frontal  lobe a  transversely  eiliptical  out-
line; occipital  ring narrow, without  a  spine as far as  known.  Eyes 
very  prominent, short  reniform,  containing obout  thirty. five  vertical 
ranges  of lenses,  the middle  ranges  having six to seven  each;  palpe-
bral  lobe depressed, giving great prominence  to the rim of the  eyes. 
Cheeks  small,  anteriorly  quite  prominent,  posteriorly  marked  by  a 
deep. bordering groove, the continuation of the occipital furrow,  mar-
gin tlat. 
Thorax with the axial lobe  convex, widest at the sixth segment,  its 
greatest  width about t\\'o-thirds  that of the lateral lobe, or a  little  lar-
ger.  The articulations  curve forward a  little near the rniddle and  at 
their jllllction  with the lateral  lobes;  articulations of the lateral  lobes 
traversed hy a  deep longitudinal furrow extending frOln the j unction of 
the  anterior margin  with the  axil  lobe, backwards  along the  anterior 
margin of the articulation, at  about one  third the width of the  articu-
lation, leaving it towards the extremities.  FroIn the imperfect preser-
vation,  the exact method of leaving can not be determined. OF  DENISON' UNIVERSITY. 
pygidium broadly ovate-triangular, the lateral borders flattened, axial 
lobe  regularly tapering posteriorly,  marked  by about thirteen  annula-
tions, which gradually decrease in size posteriorly and end in a  spinose 
elevation.  This spinose elevation is often accompanied by an up\vard 
deflection of the border posteriorly and terminates in  a minute point at 
the end of the  border.  Although the pygidia are very abundant  no 
spinose projection beyond the border has so far been observed.  AI1-
tero-lateral'  margin  of  pygidillln  rounded,  lateral  articulations 
about  ten  in  nmnber, all,  except the  last  three, grooved  like the  ar-
ticulations  of the  thorax, becoming  indistinct  on  the  margin  of the 
pygidium. 
Head irregularly pustulate (pustules  srnall) except the anterior  and 
lateral borders  of the head, which are minutely  granular.  Re,main· 
del' of the  body  irregularly  pustulate, pustules small,  a  single pustule 
slightly larger in size on each segment of the  axial  lobe  of the pygid-
ium, inconspicuous. 
Small specimen,  length of body, about  25 mm.;  breadth,  16 mm.; 
length of head,  9  Hnn.,  breadth,  15  mIn.  Head  (of uS;lal  propor-
tions), length,  12 mnl.;  breadth,  20 nun.;  convexity,  4  nun.; breadth 
of anterior  lobe  of the  glabella,  10 11un.;  of the  posterior  lobe, 5% 
111111.  Pygidinrn,  length,  17  nun.;  breadth,  22  nun.;  breadth  of 
axial lobe anteriorly, 6 HUll. 
The furrows  across  the  axial  lobe are lunch nlore  distinct at the 
sides  than at the middle,  especially in the  pygidium.  The  anterior 
lobe of the glabella has near its posterior extremity a  distinct, elongated 
pit, which seems to be characteristic of this species. 
Locality and  position.  Soldiers' Home Quarries.  Clinton Group. 
(Named in honor of ]\11'.  vV.  B. Vilerthner, who was present at the first 
discovery of this species.  Abunclant in some localities.) 
In  connection with  the  Ininute  forms  described  above  from  the 
Beavertown lnarl, the following will be of interest: 
GENUS  ORTHOCERAS,  Breynius. 
ORTHOCERAS  INCEPTUM,  sp.  It. 
(Plate XIII, Figs.  1  a, b, c.) 
Shell very small and slender, enlarging from  below upwards gradu-
ally, in one specim,en froIn 4 to 5  nUll.  in a  length of 10 mm., in others 
more slowly.  Transverse section ahnost circular, one diameter slight-BULLETIN  OF  THE  LABORATORI ES 
ly longer.  or  lll'lre elliptical;  length  of the  outer  chalnber not  deter-
mined.  Septa concave-six chambers occupying a  length of 10 111m. 
in  the  specimen  above  mentioned.  Siphuncle  eccentric, nearer  to 
the  centre than to the  margin,  narrow at the  septa, expanding  within 
the cham  bers. 
Surface  apparently not preserved, specimens  in the fo1'n1  of casts. 
There are indications of longitudinal  strife, preserved with various de-
grees  of distinctness, in  some  worn  specimens  looking  like  rows of 
small  pits.  Along one side  of the  shell,  nearest the position of the 
siphuncle  is a  narrow,  raised,  longitudinal  line,  laterally  defined  by 
grooves which more or less coalesce anteriorly towards the annular rings 
(septa), and thns produce interruptions along the line.  The distinct-
ness of this longitudinal line is extremely variable, or perhaps is due to 
the  removal of some of the surface  matter, because some of the  best 
preserved specimens are smooth, whereas those which are worn are apt 
to present these features.  (Cf.  O .  .Duseri, Hall alld  f/{ 7itiijield.) 
L,'calil.y llnd  posititlll.  Beavertown. marl, Clinton Group.  A  speci-
men  in the Ohio  State  collection, from 'Vilmington, Ohio,  I  refer  to 
this species. 
EXl'L\NATION  OF  PLATES. 
Plate  ~¥III. 
J/i,A"·  [.  ()"t1lot:<t'ras  lilt-epllll!t~  ll.  sf'  _~.  u, lateral  vie,,~s;  b,  vie\\'s  sh(Y\"ing  the 
position of the siphullcle;  c, vet·tical section through the siphuncle. 
Pzi;  .  .!.  JEerisld/a IImb,mata,  Billings  (sp );  a. lateral  view;  h.  dorsal yah'!. 
ri.i;.  3·  PI;I~I'ostoma  .,7zilgl1r"II.\"e. fIa!!;  a, h, specinlens referred to the  Ohio 
forms considered identical with the Indiana species,  having: the aspect of Holopea. 
l'~i;.  -t.  Eidl''''al,liil I'd/CilIata, flail;  a, dorsal valve;  b, ventral valve. 
E'I.f;.  s.  Lep''''Jltl pn'/,II/l;,attl, l'  sp.;  n, ventral valve;  h, lateral view, outline. 
Jf~:r  ..  6.  4t"g{Js/,lra Jllc)dl."'sta,  S(1)'  (sp );  dor~al valve. 
rzi:·  7·  Ortld.  "(/;'1"<11",  val".  {l'/IX  (!'>It  .Burh),  forll1a  r,,.,'e;:mta;  ventral 
valyc. 
rl.f;.  1:\.  Ortln:,  b{I'>rata,  val'.  ~1'17.r: (rOll  BlIch)  ,  forma  DayloJlt'llSI:,;  ventral 
valve. 
P'ij;,  l).  A"Jl'll  71,.d,'strt~lfa,  IEa//;  .... entral valve. 
Fl.:,'.  10.  Orthis hy"ri.!a:  ,~,'wcrl:l':  a, dorsal vah'e;  b, latet'al view, drawn for 
the outline only. 
F~".  I  I-
for the outline 
Frg.  I~. 
Fz,'t;"o  l.:> .. 
Orlht:"  d'Ktllltll/a, Dahlltl,,:  a. dorsal  view;  b,  lateral  view, drawn 
only. 
Orllii, ./lab  ..  lla,  ,"'{"i."'/~V;  11,  ventral valve;  b, dot'sal valve. 
Ortl,,:. Da.1'{NullSl:., II. sp,,:  a, dorsal valve;  h, lateral view, <11"11'V11  for --
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outline only;  c, a  few of the radiating stri::e;  d, occasional appearance of  the sur-
face characters. 
Fig.  Lj..  PterillCll  In'ira, Hall;  a, h,  views of different  left valves referred  to 
this species;  h, taken from a  cast. 
Ft:li.  It;.  Orthl:'fallsil:t,  n. sp;  fI,  dorsal  valve;  b, ventral valve;  c.  lateral 
view:  d, a  few of the strire. 
Fi/[.  16.  Orthis fausta,  11.  sp.;  a,  dorsal valve;  b, sorne of the strit"C  of the 
form  aClIttJ'rlicata. 
F{~r.  17.  Orlltis <'legalttula,  "'ar.  Pl7l<'".  If  7'ilr.;  a,  ven tral  valve;  h,  lateral 
"iew of  the  saUle  . 
.  Fig.  IS.  BlIcania  CXl:r;Ull, Il.  sp.;  a, view  frOl11  aboye;  h,  latet'al  view.  the 
expansion of the apertul'e 110t well bl'ought out;  e,  lateral  view of anothel' speci· 
men;  d, anothel' view of the same. 
Fi,!,".  19.  Bd!er,'pholl fis("c!!".stniltlls.  It. sp; a, lateral vIew;  b,  c,  d,  views of 
the same;  e, a  pan of  the carina, with a  rew of  the nearest stria:. 
Ft;r;·.  20,  Ortld, DaytoIlCltSl:"  n. sp.;  n,  ventral  view;  h, interior  view  of the 
sanle. 
r~!t  21. 
both valves. 
Orth,:<  DI~J,It"1t'nsis,  It. sf>;  lateral  view of  a  specimen  presenting 
I~l.·tt.  ~  2.  .l-'/llt)'t1SftJIIltl- j\,TlagarcIlSt',  ·.lft.lll.~·  at  la  teral  vie  \\~ 
pi);.  23.  Acidmpt:<;  part of tbe hearl. 
Fig.  2+  CalyJllf?llc;  part of the head, partially restored  . 
.  F·(r;.  :2 5,  Calyl/lcJlc  .BllIlIll!nbachii!,  BrOilKlliart;  head  wi th  a  few  of  the 
thoracic articulations attached. 
F(~.  20.  Lzchas bra'lcers,  .Hall;  a, glabella, not  typical;  h,  typical  glabella 
of Ohio form;  c. surface (If  the latter. vadously magnified;  <1,  pygidiurn ;  e, gla· 
bella of a  specimen from New Carlisle. 
Plate  XIV. 
I·i.i:.  1.  Ilkelllts llfadisoniaJlus,  n-TJu'tjield,'  a. view of it pygidium from aho\'e; 
b, lateral vicw of the same. 
Fig'.  2.  IlhC/l.lfS;  a,  view of pygidillm  simil",'  in  some  respects  to  that  of 
E.  ilEadisonialltlS,'  b, . lateral view of the saIne. 
Fi;';.  3.  Ari<'1ullus !';  view of the glabella. and fixed cheeks. 
Fig.  4- ZllcclllfS  Dayt01lCIlSt:<,  Hall and  TVln?jicld;  a,  view  of a  py&ridium; 
h. lateral view ot' the same. 
F·ig.  ~~~ 
terior border 
F(r;.  6. 
from below. 
BathYlIrus;  view of 
not represented. 
Illti'lluS  Da)'tollo'llsir, 
n. glabella, the curvature of t}le nm  of the  an-
EI.  awl  TV.;  movahle  cheek,  view  obliquely 
Ei':~T.  7.  Zllco'll{ts  Da~'ttJllc,lt.sis,  EI. Gild  I-V  ...  a, lateral view of a  head,  the asso· 
ciated movable cheek figured;  h, view of the glabella from above;  c, view of the 
Same from behind. 
Fig.  8,  .'lTuc/tla  minima, n. sp.:  a, view  of the  anterior  regions;  b, lateral 
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view;  c, vicw of the regions posterior to the beaks; all views Inagl1ified six diam-
tel's. 
F'Z,,c.  ,).  III."llu'<  allll'l~::lII1S, II, s/',;  a,  view of a  pygidium seen from above;  h, 
lateral view of the same, 
Flj,7,  10.  III"'I1I1S  <"Jlbig'ulls,  II,  sp.; a, lateral  vie'N  of  a  head,  the  as!iociated 
mo,'allie  cheek figured;  b, posterior  view  of the  glabella;  c, view  01  the  same 
fronl above. 
F{t r •  11.  IlIa-Ims 1l1ll/;~f}UUS,  1l.  s/', ..  lTIovable cheek of unusually large pl'Opor. 
tion~. 
f.'g.  I:!.  (;rtlJltmyslil  Casw,,!li, It.  sp.;  a,  lateral  view  of the  shell, antedol 
definition too sharp;  h, view of the "ame froin above. 
fiig.  13.  tripleslll  II  us,  n,  sp.; a,  view  of one  of  the  val ves;  b, lat-
eral view of the same sheiL 
f.'g.  I f.  tripk.>l'wlts, Il. sp.;  ,·iew of the othel' valve from a  different 
specimen. 
E·~i;".  IS,  ....  "troplzostylus cyclostolJli/S,  UtIli;  lateral view of a  specimen. 
I;~i;".  16.  7h.,,'lzoJh'mtl 1lt1lUl,  n.  s/'.;  two views,  magnified to eight-thh,ds  and 
four-thirds of the original size respcctively. 
F{f;.  17·  Cyct.>rtl alta, 11.  s/'.;  a, lateral vie'ws of specimens showing variations 
in the elc"ation of the spire;  b,  view of the  umbilicus  of a  specimen;  all VIews 
tnagnified two diarneters. 
Fig.  IS.  Rapnis!t>ma ajjillts,  It, sp; view rrom above, and also a  lateral ,-iew, 
the umhilicus heing directed  upwanls. = 
)/v/I()t!imi:  flabitlls. 
TABLE XIII. 
i  ('070rs ~~-C~  I  C't  t  I  A  . t'  t  .blc!1t--I-~~tel:a::--o  1- I
l
:", -'-'l·-"l·":l.-:S'-. '-1'1' 
!  PiJla/7::Jil- iJ1or.  oJ. rut' ur/!.  j  ssoaa 101  ~  siNUS.  1,1011S.  CClIl'reJlc(.'.  .II  • 
lion,  \  I, 
'i;~l:~~;t,l:i:~f~';!~y ~:I~:~~e  g?:~r~~l  q~~!:\~,  T~:i~~::'- l~~'~i~~' i  l~~~~ (~}~~~e.I;~~g~eC::~~;:~~\ 
deavage II  0  and i-i';  angle about 90°. 
but les,;  Iwhlte  or  of the first  I'  lllotlle,  poor.  with  I  dallt compo- I  nizer!  hy  I 
than  as  gray.  order,  mOre  muscovite,  Specular  forma- nenls in gran.!  (winnill"  in I 
I  tz  I  rarely  rarelY'in small hornblende  iron,  tion.  i ular and  1101'-1,  sections  cpar_  :,"  I  ljuflr  .. 
j  In  thin  clear.  grains or rods  and rarely  biotite  of musco- phyritie older:fllld to 0  and! 
i sections  Colored  in eruptive  with flugite.  seales,  vite 01'  eruptives.  'i-I and bv the' 
I  oiten  ,red by  rocks.  Of  tell! plagioclase  fluid  epidote.  Essential  I oLlique 'ex- I 
:less  bril- limonite.  coalel;ced  i  and  inclu- i  camp.  in  ,tinction paral-! 
,  J'  t  '  with pJngie;  I  elreolite  nions,  :granite, s}·en-'  lel i-i'.  l'>Ii·  "I' 
I  L1ui5h  clase.  Zonary,  needles  lte. quartz  Inute I'O( S  0  It:  :  Ian.  I'  -I  4  •  .'  If' 
;gray as in  structure  is  of  porphyry  andl and sanidine ! 
'nepheline  :  rare  as is  apatite,  acce~snry in  lin the  magmal 
I  izona1 arrange- zircon.  nearly all  lof rocks often  I  I  ment of in- I  I  plagiocla~e  greatly  re- I 
elusions,  I  : rocl;s.  Also  semble  IH"ph-, 
!I  "  in crystalline  el~ne all'!  ~er. i 
slates as  :tam mehhtes,! 
,gneiss.  here'  Orthoclase  i 
I
,  often  glns-y  lacks,  how. I 
like  sanidinc, ever,  the  ISO'! 
tropous hex-I 
agonal sec· 
tions.  i 
-.----- ---.. --«------ -----..  _-- -.. ---~-.. - From  plagio.l 
:,:coIOl'less  In eruptive  As  Very  Almust  Essential  cllascl!t  ~fly I 
J •  k  1  tIl'  1  I  .  Ie I. Istm·  I  ,  c eal.  :roe's as  arge  or  IOC ase  1  nc 1.  a  ways  camp.  (I'n- .  h  I  1  : 
,  ;3  p=  '  crystals  of  also with  'I Glass  in·:unn.lterccl  111ary)  in  IgUls  e( f  )'h'  ,I 
5  fi  d  1  I  ].  l':I  I'  fl  .senceo  t  e 
1.  237  rst or  er anI  nep)c me  c  URIOn",  nto opa I  trachytes  I  I  l'  i 
.  t  d  d  I  . t  11'  I  .  '  ,po yS~'nt lettcl 
mll1t1  e fa  s  an  eucl e  USUfl  Y  Jl1  an( e- rhyohtes,  :  "  _ J  f  I  i 
I  d  l}ut  e  et·  1 "t  II  h  l'  il\'lIb  0  I Ie  secane  or  er.  II  v  zona  11l  51  es  an(  p  ana Ite,  1  It  I 
Th  I  'th  .  h'  ~  a  cr.  I  e  arge  WI  arrange  tl~C  yle~ land  the  gJas<; 
crystals  often  muscovite.  menlo  of orthoclase 
fracturcd.  augite  I  rocks.  In 
Zonary  micro- \  nearly nil 
structure.  lites  and!  later plagio-
needles  dase rocks. 
of apatite, !lh.  Optical axial plane  II  i-V; perfect cleavage in 1=87°. 
,.-.,,'  -r7.3"·IIll,-al l  ':-~:if'"  'I  17jllsual  ~"JIIOi:I'  0'P"  I  "--'-D  --I 
.  '>"~ttl  •  "fi.  T'  ./t:a  ( ,'t,}"·· ,,>ubi,  r  .. 
MWh".  :.,'(.1/1110 .• alld  ·G~:.n'.J.·  Cleavage.  Jlat.lOllSG~  ••  "I'm  '<Ol11S.  <  I  r  'H  millauts.  J;·atfl~'''.  :  r(.~aCll(1nS~  I  of. sect~~~_~s~ _._~i_.  ___ .. _ 
=,,=  .•  ~=  ..•. =:  ••. "~  •• ~==~={  =····~··-··-·'I----= -"'_.--,.,..  .  ...... 
I.  ,1ft'll",'  {317- Perfect  Rarely in  Very fre.  I Optical  axis. Positive, 
I ,..  1:  r'  C;'  I  I  <Trains  cr"s- guent.:, plane  1,1  i-V,  '", strol,,.'·1  iUllllt"  _~!l~  { '- ~  1 ('a  1.3.4- 1  ~  J 
Ink GrNlh '!z  .. ":\!g-.  '  tals 1. i-i. i-V  twinning :acute hisectrixlExtinction 
r'  i  .  •  i  I  .  0  1  ".  .  I  I· 
Itl. (i1Jll!llo,,:Ca.  FCt  :  r an(  [-1.  ,p  ane I-I, ~=--=C In tIe  Oh-IIll  sections 
1
{~1111 /J.Jil:'lllt  :  and  FC2  [3,3+- -,-t.! =87%'  al~o in P?l·ituse  angle  /1.jl  iI  b  per. 
;'''lIt!,'!!<!.  iO.  Al~ 0  ..  1;.,8.  SectIOns per  ysmthetlc  (1=11/.  . P"llflicll 
.  :,\'~cnrrlin'~I'  .  penrliculm'  to  twins.  Th~  positive  Iln~; in sec. 
ito  T~chel'"  c  octagonal  iVJ are rare- aXIal  angle  tlOllS in. 
!  mak a  !  with evident  Iy inter- enlarges  with  dined  tn 
,  - I 
imixtnre  ..  o. fl  prismatic  penet  .. at  the amount of  i-V c:  c 
rCa :\Ig Sl:!  cleavage.  ing  twins iron in rhomb- hecome,; 
IO.-i··Ca Fe  Longitudinal in  a  plane  ic augite,  smaller  i  :;1:.;  0,,·:- I  section  dis- Of-1-i  or  about 60
0
•  until it 
1 
:\Ig AI2 Si i  tOl·ted  hexag  [-2'.  Sections!1  i-I, reaches  0 
,Oil  Scarce·!  onal, with  and  perpen- iwhen  par· 
IlyaHackedi  cleayage lines  , dieular  to  e  rallel to i-i 
iby acids.  parallel to i-V  Ishow the  dis [In section> 
qllaclranI;ular  !appearance ofl  II  i-i' c: 
,  --_._---- ..... 
h.  Dial·. 
la..~"e. 
do 
I 
3  .. :!3-
3"3~~ 
I(87°), 
shelly 
fracture in 
i_i. 
I  : 
o.  omp,X -.:  {3--i~~~·i~  au-
I
,cite.  Iwith more!  Inite  frae· 
I  AI2 Oa  I'  I'''' tur'e less  I  perfect 
!  I  than in di-
I
!  allage. 
do 
1
',1.  Diop- 'more CaO! 
sztle.  !than l\lgO' 
poor in 
AI:! 0;; 
Fracture 
in 0  be-
Iron.  3.33.  above. 
often  rhomb·  fl;n  . optical  IC= 39° Sfc 
ic~  aX1S  111  ahnost a:a~2;'!O. 
the middle  01 
Only in 
grains. 
do 
Also in long 
columns  with 
transverse 
fracture, 
usually not 
terminated. 
Section  as  in 
augite. 
1----
do 
the field. 
do  !~ 
I 
I 
do 
I  !  I 
I 
j  , 
I  I 
!  I  .  !  I 
-----i-----·-;--_  .... ---. 
!  I  ; 
rare 
I  I 
I 
do  do 
do  do  do 
do  do  do 
I
e.  SaNte.  .  poor in  3·~- sides  the 
--..... _--- .....  - --~----.. -.-'------"-------'-------'-----' TABLE XIV. 
:  i..\)fIJr;.:-·-'c~;lt,-;:  .s'  I  A  . t'  IT"  I  L"  . .-T-()-·-·' -- --I ---.-... "  ... -.. . 
!1!a;I~~;I);':;;II(,~-r.l'J{dltre. i  ~'<:Cla  IOU  1"J1Ctt:Sl~I·'·II. ~"C"lJlpmlf"'II·i  ...  ~._::·ltn2·~"'·:~i _  ..  /.".lIl<1rl.-< ...  . 
I  •  In  large I.  .  _  1  . 
Ye.ry  1111  sectIOn  crystals  I  C;iHefly  Abu~dant  I~nt~  chl.onte,,I~::t.eryoq:h~': I~asily  remg-
·  !>fl!'  green  to  ,':1.  0.)  I  w~th pia.  ghssll1cll1-,c~lctte, !tmon-lltllC  71,1~pt~vC~ ':Ize~!  hy.  nl,. 
h:mt.  I  brown!  \\ tth zo.nall  glOci  a.se,  ISI?ns, apa'l  Ite, epHlnte  :  as  es,<;ntlal  lJqll1ty 01  ex. 
'espc,  1of ten  VlO- alt'rnat1l1glnephe.lone.  tne  nee- i  a~1d quartz,  ,a~1I1  1~l'Il1lary, tinction  of ,: 
· dally Ilet  brown color~.  In'  le,lIcIte,  ,lles  ami !psudomorphs:  III  dIabase,  c. the prismat. 
'in the lin  basalt.  tWillS  I  \V.!th  (II  magnetlte.lorany oftl.lesel a.l1g1te  ande- ic  c1eayage  I' 
light IThc  SClme  these  :  wt~h.ont  I  after angIte.  I  sIte,  and  all  with angle  of, 
· color- I  crystal  bands passl  ohyme  I  Into opal.  I  basalts,  also  ~io. especially: 
cd.  !  o~te? ex'  through: I :lllrl  hio.  I  ~[ore  rarely  lande~ites, tnl- in  CfUSS sec. i 
'hllntwg  bOLh:  ~.lft-ltIle,  R.are.  r  mlo horn- IcI:ytes.  phon- tioll.  Liable I 
several  en Wl!h 50-1  ly  WIth  I  hlend~,  the I?htes.  Rar~ly to be confused, 
COIOlS,  called  ortho- /orm bell1g re·imlarge grrullS  with horn  1 
,Pleoehro·  "hour·  jclase,horn'  ltained but the,lin older erupt- blende in sec-, 
iism  usual·  glass"  I blellde,  cleavage  thatlive~ and  crys- tions  inclined! 
Ily  feeble. form.:vhelll  and  ofhornblende.rla1l1l1c ~late5.  to c:  . Wheni 
I
I.n  rhona.  sectIOns  [quartz.  Into serpell- i  augite IS near'l 
;hte It may pll:ralle,l  tO'1  tine  I with talc;  Iy  c  .. olorles;; itsl 
,he strong. '-I  fallmto  and chlorite.  '  polarization  I 
I c>a> b.  I! +  are~s. '  .  c~'lors  ar~, ! 
I
i  Also 111  \1  vIvId and hke' 
1  columns  olivine. 
and micro· 
I  Iites(lLO,l! 
crystals '! 
often in iii 
_____  large ag-.IWith  pia-I  _________  _ 
--- grega!es &  gioclase, I 
do  Greenish  radtal  i  common  Like  At the e;1Ch  \I
l '.'im:llyabun- Often  similar 
brown.  gronps  'aun-ite,  01- bronzite  changes mto  <lanl  III  gah- to  bronzite 
Pleochro.  Only as  I  ivine,  !with inelu'l  dark  green  ,  bro,  Il"rite,  in sct:tions  or 
ism  verv  large  ir- horn- j  sions of  1 strongly pie· irare  porp!lp'  plates parallel I 
feeble.·  regular  bien  de,  i  brown  !ochroie  horn·litic eru  ptl\'CS,  to i_i  ea,i1y 
!gmins.  In and rarely! scales  of Iblende  fibres, I  In olivine  recognized,· 
I inclusions,  with  i goethite?  Into  viridite, stone and ser-
lin  fibrous quartz,  lparaJlel  to  also  serpen- pentine.  Rare 
a~ld  twin  -CcY  Withlli-!.  other- tine ,;ith  for- in  crystalline 
1  mng char- quartz  WIse  poor  mallon  of  slates. 
I  aeters  horn-'  I in  inclu·  chlorite  and 
III  much, as  blende,  'Isions.  talc. 
br0l1Z1te.  garnet, ZO~ 
!  Often  co- isile, dis- I 
I  .alesced,  thene, andl, ____________  ._1 _____  . __  _ 
)---1--- --.  WIth  orlll· rutile,  I 
Grass  nary  aug- (<1)  Withl (c)  Rare,  (e)  In  eclcg· Colors lighter 
ite. horn- olivine,  fluid and  itc  and am·  than ill  augite 
blende  or ehromite  rutile nee  IPhibolite  proper (less 
111ica.  diaHage, &  dies.  (d) In olivine hon),  Differ 
IOnly in un  rhombic  (el)  Rarely  stone  (priu"l' from  diallage 
altered  augite.  glass  in·  fry)  rarely sec  in absence  of 
gr'ins poor (e) quartz, ielusions.  ondaryaltern- complete 
in ineln- horn·  I  Ition of  garnet.  fracture ill 
Light  sions.  Oft- blende,  I  I{e)  In crystal- i_i. 
I 
green- en coal  esc·  scapolite,  I'  line slates.  ~ 
Very  colorless.  ed with  plagio-
I 
bril·  Relief  horn- clase,  and 
,~l_i_an_t_·~s~tr~o~n~g~.~_~b-l-e-n~d~e~.---it=i~ta=n=l=·t:e:~.  __  ~I  ________  _L  ____________  ~  ______  ~_~~  __  __ 
do  green. 
do  do 